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Still in extraordinary times

L

AST month I wrote about being in extraordinary times and here
we are a month later, still in them for sure. When I first penned
this editorial, I rather thought that this edition - like that for April,
would not be printed, but in very recent days it has been confirmed
that it will be, so you see, there is some very good news out there.
As a family, and with a shop serving a specific community, we
have never been so consistently busy, with several days over the
past few weeks consisting of little more than work, go home, have
something simple to eat and then off to bed!
I did get some time off mind you - otherwise this edition would
never have come together. What has helped me has been the sheer
amount of material submitted over the past month or so. I’ve never
seen anything like it and without a doubt, not all is appearing in this
edition; indeed some material has been submitted in parts and will
help to keep you engrossed for the next 3 months at least.
What now seems like an eternity ago, I did something rash and
splashed out on a set of four, full-sized Hornby Telegraph Poles. They
just fascinate me. They are of a most involved construction and yet
in every respect seem to be regarded as some sort of afterthought
by the team at Hornby, with very little mention ever being made
about them. I got really carried away with mine and concluded that
1mm diameter string dyed black, makes a perfect representation for
the wires between poles and I posted to this effect on the H.R.C.A.
forum. Little did I know the research that this would prompt by Tim
Knights and Nicholas Oddy, who over the next 3 months will tell all
there is to know about these mute carriers of a million messages. Tim
sets the scene and Nicholas goes into the finer details and also offers
a veritable picture feast as the article concludes.
But this one particular article is but one among many! Dave Busfield
honours us with another superbly illustrated article concerning Dinky
Toys for our Hornby railways; three of his characters finding their
way onto the cover, all three suitable chastised in line with the social
distancing requirements which remain in place at time of going to
press.
Sadly, one article you are not going to find in this edition, is a
continuation of the articles on Hornby-Dublo by Bob Field. Bob has
has to concede that he and Chris Graebe simply cannot get together
at this time for Chris to photograph the various items which help Bob
illustrate his much appreciated articles. Rest assured, they will pick
up where they left off, just as soon as he and Chris are able.

For those of you keen to bid at or attend the next H.R.C.A.
auction, please be advised that as soon as a new date and venue
can be confirmed by the auction team, this information will be
made available, but at this present time, regrettably, there is no
date for the next auction.
So, I think it fair to say I have squeezed just about as much as
I can into this particular edition. If your submission is not here, be
assured it is what passes for a production line and should appear in
June all being well.
Until next time, settle down and have a very good read.
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CHAIRMAN’S CONTEMPLATIONS.

I

N my Contemplations for our April
edition I made comment about the
Coronavirus as, at the time of typing,
March 12th, that was a spectre on the
horizon, but approaching at speed. The
subsequent lock-down, disruption of our
social activities and the huge loss of life
which has accompanied Covid 19 has, I
think, come as a shock to us all.
If any good has come out of the situation
it is the realisation that as a nation we are
so interdependent; something which I
think many of us either failed to realise,
or simply accepted as normal. We now see clearly that a nurse or
doctor is dependent upon a maker of masks, for example, which in
turn requires, material to make them , boxes, in which to pack them,
printers to state source and code numbers, packers and drivers with
vehicles to deliver them. However each of those services need to be
supported, so we need mechanics, fuel supplies, ink manufacturers,
timber for wood-pulp, everyone needs food to eat and sewage
disposal. It is almost impossible to follow a thread like this to an
unimportant conclusion. Some may ask if we really need tattoo
parlours, dog grooming or cruise ships but in reality society gets what
society wants and is prepared to pay for.
A positive facet of C.V. has been, for Helen and I, the number of
telephone calls, some from as far away as Australia, as members have
been in touch, some to ask after our health, others at their wits end
and desperate for someone to talk to. Whatever the motivation it has
been good to speak with so many of you. The question which I am
unable to answer is, of course, “have we lost any members?”. Groups
are not meeting so members are not “missed” at such gatherings, so
unless a relative advises a committee member of a death no one really
knows how many Hornby Boys, if any, have fallen victim to this
invisible killer.

I

Sad though the situation is as I type these notes, there will be
an end to it and when that time comes, will our lives simply return
to what we used to call “normal”? Hopefully, where Hornby is
concerned, let’s ensure that it does, and that our many local groups
revive and flourish. Be assured that all members of the Association
at many levels will be working hard to ensure that everything from
this edition of ‘The Collector’, the local group event, to the Annual
General Meeting in 2021 will be as full of Hornby as possible.
In a way I hope that the wider world, doesn’t return to “normal”.
Helen and I live under the flight-path to a minor, but growing airport
and although aircraft noise is usually minimal, at the moment it is
none existent. On cloud-free days, the myriad of high altitude
vapour trails betwixt Europe and North America is not there. Our
village is not over burdened with street lights and in recent Spring
evenings at dusk there seem to be many more stars, and they seem
closer. These are all benefits, I assume, of the massive reduction in
traffic-related pollution. Hopefully, as a nation, we will learn from
the last few weeks, maybe we will plan our shopping trips to be more
efficient, maybe the committee can complete more business by digital
means and reduce the travelling required to meet face-to-face. Some
may decide that Bournemouth trumps Bermuda when holidays are
planned.
It does seem to me that we could each eat a little less, drink a
little less, drive a little less and in a quite painless way each take one
tiny step toward saving the planet we have, as a replacement is, for
the moment out of stock! Hopefully by the time you read this, the
death rate from this virus will be diminishing and there will be light
at the end of the tunnel. In the mean time, do stay at home, get all
those annoying little jobs on the layout or the collection fixed, and
here I have to thank Ron Dodd for his YouTube video clips. A simple
Stanley Knife blade and a pair of pliers means that now, all my rolling
stock de-couples as Meccano Ltd intended!
Stay well, stay in touch enjoy your trains and look forward to the
lifting of social distancing and the return of Hornby get-togethers up
and down the land.

David Dawson (2750) H.R.C.A. Chairman
April 16th 2020

IAN RANDS (1697)

AN RANDS recently passed away after a long battle with brain
cancer. He was an early member of the Bristol and Somerset group
based in Weston-Super-Mare and one of the youngest members.
His main interest was O gauge electric, but he surprised us with his
knowledge and collection of Meccano and lesser known makes of
toy trains. He was always one of the first into the Scout hut and
started setting up the tables, laying the green clothes and assembling
the track. At the end of the evening he helped pack away our bits and
pieces. If any of the other layouts needed help, whatever the gauge,
he was willing. He was the strong man at our annual Hornby train
exhibition, helping everybody; whether manhandling tables or lifting
crates of equipment into place, always with a cheery smile.
He worked part-time in the aircraft industry. In the last year he
will be remember for his black baseball hat he wore to cover his
operation scars. He was very attached to his trains looking forward
to his next purchase. He did say he had too many green locomotives
and wanted a black “Duke of Gloucester” which ACE Trains politely
declined.
We all in the Group extend our deepest sympathy to his sister
Linda and his father on his tragic death.
Rebecca Strong (6302)
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Geoff
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Brown

This article by Geoff should have featured long before now but unfortunately became
overlooked amongst a host of other material. Ed

W

HO remembers the 45th Birthday Bash? Among the odder
memories that surfaced a few weeks ago was that being at a bit
of a loose end on the day, one of our members asked me to oversee
his layout while he took a break. It was that layout that was populated
with electric M1s and more wagons than you could shake a stick
at – I’m sure I counted at least 30 on at least one of the 3 or 4 trains
running. After a quick look round I bravely stood to attention by the
controllers – Monarch of All I Surveyed! Well – you know what’s
coming – that feeling lasted for about 3 minutes after which the first
loco played up. Then a truck jumped the track as far as possible
from the controllers, another train entirely left the rails and chaos
soon resulted. Adam had thoughtfully provided a shed full of spare
locos but by the time he returned and restored order I seemed to have
worked my way through the lot of them.

So shall we say that I had mixed memories of these little terrors,
that was, until one turned up the other week. A gentleman contacted
me to say that he had been rooting through his deceased father’s
possessions in the garage and had come across Hornby Trains – as
you do. From some photos I could see they looked a little used and
a jumbled early post-war 601 set - the carriages and tender of an
electric M1 set were in view. And in another shot, was the remains of
the M1 loco and set box – luckily with the paperwork still in view
and a dated envelope with the spanner. 11/35, it said. So, when he
said the loco didn’t work, we agreed to meet – and all was presently
revealed. Nothing much more wrong than a broken wire under the
shoe but all wheels were swollen and the remaining driving one was
jammed against the idler gear spindle head.
Now I can say at once that in fact the motor is a beautiful bit of
work and, perhaps other than the spring blade pickup, certainly not
an ‘el cheapo’ construction. At this point I’ll let my pix talk. All is
simple and I think the only thing I would beware of disturbing is
the soldered link between one of the brush holders and the motor
sideframe. Unless you are a dab hand with a soldering iron leave it
alone, as the brushes can easily be accessed from the opposite side
when you take the sideplates apart.
Having got it all in bits, it scarcely needed any cleaning other than
a quick proggle down the brush holders with a Q tip soaked in meths.
Luckily I had a spare post-war donor clockwork mech for the wheels
and, once the broken wire was restored to its place, the only tricky
job remaining was to transfer the wheel gear to one of the incoming
wheels. This in the event was what took me some time.

The square in the gear is 7/32” and it is necessary to cut a matching
form on the inside of the wheel boss. Now – not every kitchen table
has a built-in milling machine and ours is no exception. But after a
while a ruse occurred to me. The axle is near enough 3/32” dia so if
I use an Exacto saw, each cut should be 2/32” or 1/16” from the edge
of the axle…and at this point a piece of brass bar 1/16” thick leapt
out of my rubbish box. I’m sorry there is no pic of this, but with the
axle halfway in the vice and the wheel on it, sitting inside face up
awaiting the saw, you need one paw to hold your 1/16” spacer while
you apply the saw with the other paw – held against the spacer and
viewed against the wheel spokes to keep it true.

May 2020
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Well, you’d better believe it – because I managed, between the
saw and a craft knife and some Swiss files, to cut a perfect square.
All that remained was to support the wheel while I took a sharp centre
pop to the ‘spandrels’ of the square to hold the gear and the job was
done. Another loco ready for the rails after a long absence.
Just one puzzle remains for your experience to answer. The motor
has a nice Paxolin brush holder which is secured to the frame by a
couple of 6BA shoulder screws. When I took one out, I found the
area of the screw just under the head – in the Paxolin – was rusty, as
was the running surface of the armature spindle. Now I have come
across this problem 3 or 4 times where an armature has been very
tight in the brush holder. Each time it has been the 1934 type used on
the auto-reverse motor, with Paxolin holder. It’s just as though micro
heating of the Paxolin in the bearing releases water somehow and rust
begins. The later 1935-on models of that motor have the Bakelite
holder with insert bush and the problem went away, but I must inspect
Adam’s fleet to see what later M1 models have, and no, it’s no use
my looking among the drawings, as there are none of either the M1
or the auto-rev motors. So experience of as many motors as you can
get your hands on is the best informant – indeed the only one.
Needless to say, I’m hoping to see this M1 again – if only for
a bout of box restoration. All responses, experiences and additional
information welcome.
Geoff – m. Tournevis - Brown

HORNBY
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A Dublo EDG7 Loco
‘Friday afternoon job’

Goods Train Set
By Arnie Taylor

M

ANY members will know that I love to purchase Hornby items that are different or
are mistakes, so having now got sufficient items, using an unneeded train set box, I
have produced an example of a perfect ‘Friday afternoon job’.
So contents are:
An EDL7 B.R. 0-6-2 tank that has different sized number 69567 transfers on each side of
its bunker.
A B.R. Horse Box with the printing of the groom’s compartment at opposite ends, each side.
A B.R. 7 plank open wagon that has its diagonal white stripe also at opposite ends.
An early buff Esso tank wagon, factory repaired with red painted ends from a Royal Daylight
tank, and a B.R., L.M.R. Brake Van that has one pair of wheels painted with black centres
and the others unpainted as they should be.
So there we are; Meccano products are so collectable and interesting they just can’t be
resisted, and long may this continue.
Now what next? Err maybe a.....?
Arnie Taylor (242)

May 2020
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At The Workbench
with Phil Delnon (2615)

A

NEW supplier has been added to the Dublo section. “mullcynt”
is an eBay trader who stocks brand-new replacement ladders
for Dublo Super Detail stock. Details already on the wiki. Before
placing an order, do check the dimensions of the ladders you need
against the published dimensions. I’m pretty certain about the fit for
the Prestwin, Presflo and bulk salt wagons, less so about the other
vehicles.

A

NEW supplier has been added to the O gauge section. S&D
Models carry a large range of white metal, pewter cast items
including over 300 ‘period’ figures. Details are already on the wiki
and will be in the Spares Directory.

N

EWS of the late Rob Horton’s Wessex Transfers. Thanks to
Bruce Palmer for a copy of this e-mail:
Hi Bruce, We are in the beginning of a Corona virus shutdown. As a
GP all my time is taken up no time to go to PO will see how we go
once it settles down but may be some weeks till we have all protocols
and streaming in place I am putting all transfers on hold for a month
Regards, David Cooke”.

B

ACKSCENES: Bruce Palmer and John Davies have introduced
some backscenes in vintage style: Suitable for O or 00 gauge.
Complete set of 4 sheets as originally available from ‘Mastermodels’
(B. J. WARD Ltd.) in the 1950s depicting an older era English
countryside from coast to mountains. The set is in full colour
(muted shades) and 7’ long x 8” high. Enhance your layout for only
£18.00 for all 4 sheets. 34, Long Lodge Drive, Walton-on-Thames,
Surrey KT12 3BY. Phone (reasonable hours please): 0208 686
3179 or 01932 245372 or email:vintagetoytrains@btinternet.com
Please phone or email first before ordering to confirm availability,
approximate lead time, cost and postage.

A

NDREW LANCE has added the girder for the 5083 plastic
terminus/through station canopy. This is a 3D print and is
available at his Shapeways shop, price £21.17 each subject to changes
in the rate of exchange. Contact details in your Spares Directory and
on the spares wiki.

MAY 2020
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42 Colour Light
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66 Bound set of pages
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the volunteer fireman?
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14 S-shaped moulding
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15 Untruth
16 Directive to dog (2 wds)
17 43,560 square feet
18 Your arm, either one

20 Near (abbr)
21 Titfield Thunderbolt (in)
22 Lots Of Laughs
24 British Isles
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7 Lifting devices
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9 Single component
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11 Half-size Hornby, 1938
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28 Alternatively
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The Ellender Tapes
By Jim Gamble

This item was originally published in the North Midlands Meccano Guild ‘NEWSMAG’.
The subject, Mr. Ken Ellender was foremost a Meccano enthusiast and had little or no interest in Hornby Trains.
Despite this I think readers and any enthusiast of the products of Meccano Ltd. will find it of interest.

T

HE late Ken Ellender (1926 – 2019) was a long-standing member
of the North Midlands Meccano Guild (N.M.M.G.). Having
survived into his mid-nineties, over the last couple of years he had
been suffering some physical health problems and eventually went
into a care home where he was happy and well looked after and
although showing mild signs of dementia he remained in good spirits
and last year he and his wife celebrated their seventy first wedding
anniversary.

Ken Ellender (left) with Jim Gamble at a ‘SKEGEX’ Meccano show c.2010.

During the late 1960s, shortly after my renewing my interest in
Meccano, I discovered Ken was living only a few miles down the
road and he was one of the first fellow enthusiasts I made contact
with. One of the many interesting things about Ken was that he has
been a keen collector of Meccano since the mid 1950s when kindred
spirits were very few in number and widely spread. He had a wealth
of tales to relate concerning gathering together a collection in those
early years; trying to conclude the purchase of a large collection
from a clerical gentleman who was somewhat the worse for drink,
or agonising as to whether he could really justify paying a full £4, in
order to secure his first Geared Roller Bearing. Then there was the
time he excitedly travelled sixty miles by motor cycle in heavy rain to
buy a 1929 Meccano steam engine only to discover it was a common
Mamod engine etc.
Recently I had been helping tidy up Ken’s hobby room which
due to his incapacitation had lapsed into a rather chaotic state. Whilst
engaged on this I came across a number of old audio tapes. There
was a series of messages from the late, Frank Harrison (America) and
also, Bruce Baxter (New Zealand), two well-known collectors of the
period and were clearly in response to similar messages Ken had sent
out via the same media. There were also several tapes of interviews
with Meccano Ltd. employees, Geoff Byrom and Chris Jelley, dated
1964.
In the early 1960s Ken had visited the Meccano factory on several
occasions and had met with Norman Tudor and struck-up a very good
relationship with Geoff Byrom, who succeeded Tudor as editor of the
Meccano Magazine. On a couple of these visits he had the foresight to
take with him a tape machine and managed to record a conversation
with Geoff Byrom This event took place in 1964, just prior to the
first major changes to the Meccano system in twenty years - colour
scheme, packaging, new manuals etc. Geoff Byrom was enormously
enthusiastic and forthcoming about the changes and described them
in detail. Such revelations would have been ‘hot news’ at the time.
But, in those days, other than by letter, there was no way that an
individual could widely promulgate such information. Things have
certainly changed a bit in fifty years!

Beecroft’s Toy Shop*

In a similar way Ken had made the acquaintance of the proprietor
of Beecroft’s Toy Shop, probably the earliest and foremost Meccano
retailers in the city of Nottingham. Established in the early 1800s
Beecroft’s Toy Shop was a well-respected establishment that over
the years had occupied various addresses in Nottingham all situated
in and around city centre. During the second half of the nineteenth
century the shop had famously issued ‘advertising coins’, also known
as tickets or tokens. Measuring 1”
in diameter they are made from
brass and have a milled rim. One
side is stamped with an image of
the monarch: George lll, George
lV or Queen Victoria, the reverse
shows the name and address of
the shop. It is not clear to me at
the moment whether they were
merely for advertising purposes or
may have been allotted a monetary
value. Sadly, there is no longer a Beecroft’s toy shop in Nottingham,
they gave up their last Nottingham premises in the late 1990’s.
However, the Beecroft’s toy business continues to operate on-line
and is now based in Hampshire.
One of Ken’s old tapes, dated 1962, records a conversation with
Mr. J. H. Beecroft (senior) where Ken talks to him in general about
the ups and downs of the toy business leading on to specific questions
concerning the sales of Meccano products and an appreciation of
their relationship with Meccano Ltd.

Note on Mr. J. H. Beecroft

It is clear that Mr. Beecroft had a particular interest in Meccano
as he was a prize-winning modeller in the 1930 Meccano Magazine
Autumn Model Building Competition. He submitted a model of a
‘Lifting Bridge’ fashioned on an actual bridge spanning section of
the Grantham Canal in Nottingham. He relates in the recording: “I
passed it every day travelling to and from work and thought it a good
subject for a Meccano model”. His model was subsequently featured
in the 1932 Book of Prize Winning Models, and is also detailed in the
April 1937 edition of the Meccano Magazine - see below.

May 2020
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The ‘conversation’ that takes place is very much a question and
answer exchange with little elaboration. First off, Ken states that they
have in front of them a 1931 products catalogue. He proceeds to leaf
through it asking about the popularity and interest shown in each
group of products. Whilst in retrospect it is fairly predictable as to
the popularity of the various product lines it is interesting to hear Mr.
Beecroft’s immediate responses.
Meccano outfits. Always good sellers, the bulk of sales being
outfits 000 – 3, the most popular were Nos.1 and 2. A few Nos. 4 and 5
with an occasional No.6. The purchase of a No.7 Outfit was very rare
indeed and would be the subject of a special order. Sales of accessory
outfits up to 5a were very high and we always kept a good stock.
Meccano motors. Electric motors were very slow to move in the
early 1930s as they required either a transformer or an accumulator
which made them an expensive purchase, especially with a
transformer. Clockwork motors sold by the gross!
Spare parts. There was a steady demand for spare parts. The
storage cabinet was regularly topped-up by a Meccano rep, and we
also made regular orders direct to the factory. Instruction books and
leaflets, Meccano oil and touch-up paints all sold well.
Geared Roller Bearings. There was only the occasional sale. It
was very expensive but we always kept one in stock.
Accumulators. We only ever sold very few of them, they were not
very good.
Hornby Trains. Always very popular right from when they were
first introduced, we sold large numbers of sets and accessories - we
sold masses of rails! There was no real competition, the only other
comparable makers were the Germans and after the war people were
very happy to go along with the ‘Buy British’ campaign of the time.

Dinky Builder. Not a success.
Hornby Speed Boats. Very good, we sold lots of them, especially
in the summer months. Very well made.
Finally, Ken talked about window display models and whether
they had used any supplied by the firm; the answer was of course,
‘yes’. But here Mr Beecroft relates that he had thought it a good
idea to build their own and selected Super Model No.16a, the Loom.
However, he (like many of us) had to admit to defeat and never did
complete it. His second attempt was at Super Model No.1, the Motor
Chassis. This proved a much more successful project.
Our intrepid interviewer was to receive an extra bonus for his
foresight and effort, as Mr. Beecroft still had in the shop a ‘Mechanics
Made Easy’ instruction book which he was pleased to present to Ken.

At this point they move on from 1931 and Ken produces a similar
all-products catalogue for 1938 – 39. During the intervening years
there had been some very significant changes and introductions from
Meccano Ltd.
Meccano Outfits. The new blue and gold colour scheme was
not an immediate success and it took some time before sales reached
similar levels to those of the early 1930s. We did sell the occasional
No.10 Outfit, but it was much cheaper than the old No.7 or L Outfit.
Lighting Sets. Not many, there was little interest.
Geared Roller Bearings. No difference really, but we still liked
to keep one in stock.
Motors. Electric motors and transformers had become very much
more popular by the late 1930s and by that time we were getting
through quite a lot. We were still selling masses of all the different
types of the clockwork motors.
Hornby Trains. As popular as ever and sold at all price levels.
The clockwork trains sold very well of course, they were cheaper
than the electric versions and you didn’t have the extra expense of a
transformer, but the sales of electric trains were definitely increasing
all the time.
The “Princess Elizabeth”. That was a lovely job! It sold really
well from the very start but was short-lived and finished by 1941
because of the war.
Hornby-Dublo. The Dublo trains were received very
enthusiastically and we sold lots and lots of them. Surprisingly, it
seemed to have little effect on the amount of O gauge trains we were
selling.
Dinky Toys. They had become a very popular line and we stocked
them in large numbers. I believe Meccano had copied the idea from
‘Tootsie Toys’ produced in America at about the same time?
The Dolly Varden Dolls House. A total flop!
Aeroplane and Motor Car Constructor Outfits. Both had
very good sales figures. They were really attractive toys, colourful,
particularly the aeroplanes. The cars were very well made, real
quality toys.
Elektron and Kemex Sets. Neither of them sold well. They were
of very good quality but far too expensive against the competition
from B.G.L. and similar makers.
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The ‘Mechanics Made Easy’ instruction book presented to Ken by Mr. Beecroft.
* Reference to Beecroft’s Toy Shop particularly brought back some memories for me. From
the age of 11, I grew up in Castle Donnington, Leics. When I got to around 14yrs of age,
along with the school mates I had at that time, we decided one Christmas to just have
money by way of presents and then we all went to Nottingham to spend up at Beecroft’s
I seem to recall I got myself the Britain’s 155mm gun - the largest in the range. I always
remember that the shop had a particular advertising slogan which I think must have been
printed on the bags they used? “When we were boys we bought our toys from Beecroft’s....
Now we are men, we go agen, to Beecroft’s.” Ed
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Orange Vs Green
By Robert Gorrell (3640)

W

HAT is the GOLDEN AGE OF HORNBY? A well-regarded
Hornby specialist in the Capital of the Cotswolds? Yes, I’ve
shopped there. What else? On a broader scale, the Golden Age of
Hornby was not a Hornby vendor but the era prior to the outbreak of
World War II, for when peace finally was achieved, post-war Hornby
O gauge in many ways reflected the economy measures. There then
followed an understandable factory focus on the immensely popular
Hornby-Dublo range, still treasured to this day, so many years later.
Post-war economy measures in O gauge included rubber
stampings on the sides of petrol and oil tank wagons, and the
superseding of those lovely lofty lattice signal posts, and chivalrous
passengers chancing chronic chilblains in stations without chimneys.
Almost all engines were now four-wheelers and wound with a key.
On rolling stock too, bogies were soon vanquished, verboten. Dublo
trains were models and O gauge trains became toys. We also suffered
a reduced colour spectrum. O gauge turntables came in any colour as
long as it was black. In the beginning pre-war stations had featured
green or blue roofs, pleasant and placid. Curiously, in the years of the
latter-day taints, those lovely blue and green roofs on O gauge
stations gave way to outbursts of orange. Surely, assertive orange
brickwork provides enough colour at that end of the spectrum?
Colour preference is personal. I nearly married a girl called Gretna
Green. She was like gold, but only half as Golders Green. Mother
England is indeed a green and pleasant land, so I dare not mention
the terrible tragedies and wartime horrors of the toxic herbicide, an
agent for orange.
Beneath the tinplate track, a green cloth overlay covers my entire
O gauge layout. Nearby I have a second layout in 3-rail Dublo. Before
laying track I again covered the entire layout base, this time using an
8ft × 4ft vivid green roll-out baseboard covering from the U.S.A. It
mimics a million miniature blades of neatly mown grass.
Echoing O gauge; pre-war Dublo buildings in wood got off to
a good start. Their roofs were green with envy. Although the green
piece was short lived, green roofs are prominent on Bob Field’s prewar Dublo clockwork layout – look for them in a prime position
on the front cover of Chris Graebe’s superb 50th Anniversary
Supplement Souvenir. Or on page 39 in the March 2020 Journal, on
David Belshaw’s pre-war display.
Very few Dublo layouts are pre-war, and what stands out on most
Dublo layouts of today is the colour orange. Almost all the Dublo
stations feature orange roofs. The Dublo girder bridge was made to
mimic orange blossom, regardless of its composition, alloy or plastic.
Matching marmalade – stewed orange peel – are the stand-out girders
that support the table that turns locomotives end-to-end. Märklin saw
no need for this. The signal cabin roofs are assertively orange. With

the notable exception of a relative rarity: the sought-after greenroofed signal cabin. Highly desirable and with a princely price
premium, if only to mock orange.
So when I disclose my shenanigans with Dublo aluminium signal
cabins you may give credence to my claim that it has nothing to do
with trying to pass them off as rarities. Nor to pretending that they’re
the real McCoys. I just happen to like green roofs. I’ll never know
why Prokofiev fell in Love with Three Oranges. He may have lacked
vitamin C. As to the Dublo signal cabins, literati Michael Foster
(Hornby Dublo Trains p.257) reports “Later versions were known to
have light green roofs. Why or when they changed the colour I do not
know, nor is it recorded anywhere and the green roof version is highly
sought after.” Well of course it is, superior by far. My view is that the
factory simply ran out of orange paint. In the Journal for April 2017
(p.42) Bob Field agrees: “Witnesses confirm a simple explanation for
the green-roofed Signal Cabin. They actually ran out of orange paint
before finishing what was to be the last batch, and green was to hand
to do so. There was no further requirement for a re-order of orange.”
So thankfully the last batch emerged with roofs of soothing green.
Not orange – a cautionary and calamitous colour – but a relaxing and
resplendent contrast, a grand and graceful go-for-it-green.
On the road and on rails, orange means slow or stop. But all of us
can go green. At meal times greens are good for us, whereas oranges
and lemons are acidic. You don’t want a lemon on your layout. Even
on TV, orange is the new black sheep of the family. Would you want
an orange “County of Bedford”, when others have a green one? Or
if you embrace spring-drive, do you see any appeal in a Clockwork
Orange? So what is a suitable shade of green to douse that offending
orange roof on your sizzling hot Dublo signal cabin? Any shade of
light green is to my mind an improvement. My own collation of
asparagus, celery and mushy peas blended with turpentine and treacle
failed dismally. In the H.R.C.A. Ltd. Spares and Repairs Directory,
we read that: ‘For amusement only’ a matching or near-matching
paint colour is ‘Ford Peppermint Green (Collector 1993, Feb p.14).
In that issue Peter Parks mentions that he modified a signal cabin
roof to that colour ‘for my own enjoyment’, and enjoyment is what
our hobby is all about. I haven’t been able to locate that shade in
Australia, and the reference is now dated. An aerosol in Satin Eden
comes close, but an almost exact match is Dulux Cressida D 25. A
water-based mix in a 250ml sample pot gives you a low sheen finish
at a fraction of the price of enamel, and far more than you will ever
need. Better still would be enamel in an aerosol spray can.
Having inspected a soiled and play-worn Dublo signal cabin I
had secured for £4 on eBay, I elected to drill out the six rivets and
remove the two roofs. Once detached the roofs are easily recoloured

Orange or Green - take your pick
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top and bottom. Refitting is by glue, minimising masking. The end
result looks fine from the outside. Contemplative signalmen inside
the cabin, minded to simulate the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel within
their personalised signal box would first look up in appraisal, brush in
hand, and certainly raise their eyebrows. The inside view now reveals
a legacy of roof removal and the clues of re-affixing are not difficult
to discern. Remember, Michelangelo was invited in and encouraged
to redecorate the ceiling of Heaven.
I was pleased with the appearance of my lowly signal box,
now tranquil rather than inflammatory. I cast eyes on a gaggle
of aluminium island platforms and a slightly upmarket suburban
station. In each case drilling out rivets seemed pointless as the station
roofs are not separate components. Masking tape is useful. Having
improved several stations, I revealed my true colours on what was
definitely not a red letter day. I corrected other signal cabins as well,
without removing the roofs. As to the Dublo turntable, the lady is not
for turning and she remains defiant. She spurns my paint brush and
pivots out of reach.
Don’t for a minute fear that the H.R.C.A. auction scene will be
flooded with fakes. Your concerns about the holy grail of gramineous
green are groundless. The auction team will instantly identify a roof
repaint, and with signal cabins the casual observer need only invert
the item for a closer look. Drilled out rivets are obvious. If you leave
the rivets intact, even with care – and the finest of brushes – minute
paint overlaps where colours meet will expose your meddling and
reveal your mischief. The human eye can detect irregularities as
small as 0.005 of an inch.
Is the exercise sacrilege? A mortal sin? Signal cabins were turned
out in their tens of thousands. Michael Foster’s volume on page 246
mentions 86,000 with no doubt a high survival rate. Far sturdier than
their Hornby O gauge predecessors, they are almost indestructible.
There are examples that cry out for a roof repaint anyway. If needed,
go a step further and re-coat the walls and framing for doorways and
windows. In most cases, while the roofs need a repaint, the walls are
acceptable after a careful but thorough cleaning. This is where Dublo
pips tinprinted O gauge. With Dublo, you can scrub.
Unwanted Dublo island platforms are in demand as a substitute
for platform extensions. After removal the top bit might sit at ground
level for multiple uses. Perhaps a walk-in chicken coop or a garden
greenhouse for gentlefolk. Back at the station, platform accessories
cover the removal holes. I have two green thumbs, and I’d be quite
happy to live in an orange-free state. Mercifully the Dublo Goods
Depot and Dublo Engine Sheds entered life without orange roofs, but
I have seen Goods Depot Grey copied and applied to roofs on both
signal cabins and stations. I am not alone, you see.

The pre-war wooden Dublo Signal Box

Perspicacious but no pie on ear. I have left some of my Dublo
roofs orange as my Clan harmoniously harbours both camps. I
straddle the border. Does orange have any role in life? To be fair,
green prawns and shrimps should be orange, so not all orange should
be crushed. Don’t knock colour change. Any blue-blood purists
weaned on absolute originality to the point of death might ponder on
colour changes imposed on L.N.E.R. A3 4472. The airborne Robbie
Burns has suffered multiple cabside numbers and multiple greens.
Circa 1950, he was briefly ‘Little Boy Blue’. How he suffered on a
Black Friday. He became the ‘Black Widower’, and I blame Handel’s
Harmonious Blacksmith.
B.R.’s ‘Leo the Lion’ – when not racing back and forth to face
left then right, changed his colour in 1956 from gold to red, and his
tongue and driving wheel both went red with embarrassment then
turned blue with the cold. Colour light signals, forever ambivalent,
can never make up their minds, but Henry Greenly could.
As to the Dublo turntable, girding her loins and guarding her
girders, I may leave her be. I might dilute her assertiveness by
surrounding her with even more green foliage, extending the green
belt and then just live with her flamboyance. On oranges and lemons,
I’ll pass. Drop me a lime.
Robert Gorrell

HUMOUR PAST. ‘M.M.’ MAY 1935

HUMOUR PAST. ‘M.M.’ AUGUST 1952

The auctioneer was holding up a pair of silver candlesticks. “Give me a
start!” he cried. “Fourpence,” said a bidder. “What!”
“Ah!” said the bidder, “I thought that would give you a start!”
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“Sixpence for a tiny little dog like this! That’s ridiculous!”
“Aye, it’d be cheaper to leave it and buy another at the other end.”
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further down
with Tony Penn
P

PART 2

ERHAPS it is that as we get that
bit older, childhood memories
seem to be more vivid? Well most
of my memories relate to trains,
especially it seems, some of my
‘baby’ names for things. No doubt
I was told of these by my parents
later, but there is a logic to some of
them.
‘Liggers’ was my name for
milk tank wagons. I remember
trains of empty milk tanks heading
north during the daytime when I
would be about watching the trains.
Empty 6 wheel tank wagons made
a lig lig lig noise as they went over
the rail joints.
Another
was
‘Yellow
Crossing’. A Hornby single
clockwork track level crossing is
very definitely yellow and I still
love that ‘whooshing’ noise as
trains run over them. Then there
was ‘Flat Tops’ for Bulleid Pacifics,
and ‘Red and Green Electrics’
for Underground and Southern
E.M.U.s.
In the 1950s, dad worked
Saturday mornings and for an
occasional treat I would go with
him; the attraction being his office
overlooked Hungerford Bridge
which was the approach to Charing
Cross Station. Many of the Kent
trains were still steam then.
We could not afford holidays
every year, but 1957 saw us in Swanage when I think Dad got a bit
fed up being dragged to the station to see a Bulleid Pacific which
arrived in the early evening. Many years later I took part in Clive
Groome’s ‘Footplate Days and Way’ steam driving courses and was
at the regulator and more importantly brake, of No 34072 “257
Squadron” making that run round at Swanage, and it is very tight for
a big loco.
I joined the Cubs when I was 8 and the Scout Hut where we met
was right by Coulsdon South Station. I could have gone to a Pack
nearer home but trains came first. It was not unknown for me to
disappear when there was a regular steam-hauled parcels train that
was often checked at the starter signal at the end of the up platform.
Plus through Akela’s room window you could catch a glimpse of the
‘Brighton Belle’. Sadly, the hut was burnt down by vandals, but that
was after I had moved on.
In 1960 we stayed in Paignton, but it was a bit disappointing to
travel by train to Kingswear for the round trip on the River Dart Paddle

Steamer, as it was a D.M.U. At Totnes the Prairie Tank 4555 was
present having worked one of the last goods trains on the Ashburton
Branch; it is good to know it has been preserved. I could have spent
the rest of the day at Newton Abbott station but got dragged off back
to Paignton. I finally learnt to swim that summer and that set me off
on my teenage competitive swimming ‘career’.
In 1961 for my August birthday treat we went on a mystery
trip down into Sussex. Much to my surprise it was to the Bluebell
Railway which had been operating for just over a year. The train was
formed of the Metropolitan set, topped and tailed by “Stepney” the
Terrier and “Bluebell” the Prairie Tank. We started at Bluebell Halt,
which was just south of Horsted Keynes Station as the Bluebell only
gained running rights into the station itself after our trip. There was
no run around loop, hence the train had a loco at each end. Everything
was very much as inherited from B.R. and very run down. The Adams
Radial had just arrived, and dad
took a colour picture of it and a
few other things. I think these
must be among the earliest colour
photographs of the line.
September 1961 and it was off
to Reigate Grammar, travelling on
the 4LAV Brighton Line E.M.U.s.
Departing 08:12 from Coulsdon
South, the train split at Redhill with
the front four coaches being an all
station stopper to Brighton and the
rear four to terminate at Reigate.
At the same time as we arrived
at Reigate a steam powered train
from Reading to Redhill was due.
We knew this as ‘The Western’,
for some reason this train was
hauled for the first time by 63XX
G.W.R. Moguls and from 1962
to the end of steam by ‘Manors’,
usually “Cookham Manor” and
“Freshford Manor”. I have never
known the real reason for this
working; the locos were shedded
at Didcot and the coaching stock
was always a green Maunsell set.
As schoolboys we were somewhat
disappointed if it was “Cookham”
again, but to find it preserved at
Didcot in later years did bring a
little tear to the eye. Once a ‘Hall’
class was substituted, - this caused
a fine old row at Redhill as it was
out of gauge for the line. We would
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often bunk round the Redhill loco depot, and we know they had
revenge on the W.R. by sending back the most decrepit Maunsell
Mogul overdue for scrapping that they had. That ‘Western’ was often
the cause of me being late for school if it was running late, but after
being marched in to Assembly as ‘late boys’, we just waited until
Assembly was over and went straight to the first lesson.
In the harsh winter of 1962 and ’63 with deep snow on the ground
for two months, we still went to school every day; schools did not
shut if there was a flake of snow on the ground and mummy did not
take us in a 4x4 SUV….. although mum did insist I wore the much
derided-at-school ‘wellies’. They lasted to the end of our road, where
I switched to shoes and the reverse process coming home. There was
a bit of drama on a couple of trips, first the 4L E.M.U. stalled due to
ice on the conductor rail as we went up the steeply climbing curve
out of Redhill. After a long cold wait with no power for the electric
heating we were dragged back into Redhill by a steam loco. Many
times I have been told that this was not possible, because the loco
would have vacuum brakes and the E.M.U. air, but I was on the train
and it did. We then walked to Reigate. Another time when the train
arrived at Reigate the wooden beam that held the pickup shoe was on
fire due to arcing. The driver screaming at the porter not to throw a
bucket of water over it…..
Steam was quite active at Redhill in the early sixties. N and U
Moguls and occasional S15 on the Redhill to Reading trains and
Standard 4 Tanks on the Tonbridge services. Q1s, K Moguls were
also about. We left school at 3:50, but the London-bound train did not
leave Reigate until 4:15 and waited at Redhill for the four-car unit
from Brighton to couple up before departing at 4:30. But if I hopped
on the bus from outside the school to Redhill I could get in a half
hour train spotting. I must admit today’s school kids are a lot better
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behaved on buses than we were. The wiser conductors used to get off
the platform and cut off the hoard when the bus was full. The game
with new ones was to sweep them down to the front of the, bus which
allowed many more on and prevented them collecting the 2d fare to
Redhill.
In the holidays a bunch of us from school used to tour around
London. Waterloo, Paddington, Euston and Kings Cross. Plus, if we
could get in Old Oak Common, Southall and Willesden engine sheds.
These were very much the dying days of steam and everything was
very grubby and run down. Deltics and Western Diesel Hydraulics
were of no interest at all. But the bark of a Stanier Pacific leaving
Euston was still possible to hear.
My layout at home moved from my bedroom up in to the loft and
using Wrenn universal track meant I could run anything. Some of my
school friends were giving up trains and gave me some Dublo 3-rail
stock. This included two L.M.S. 0-6-2Ts and a set of five teak coaches.
One of the tanks was converted to 2-rail by Wills of Coulsdon, but
much of the Wrenn track I had acquired second-hand, included some
that had once been 3-rail, so I re-converted it back to 3-rail and ran
the Dublo as it was intended. Although the teak coaches suffered the
indignity of being ‘converted’ in to a five car articulated set, most
of them were salvaged many years later and still form part of my
collection. The 3-rail L.M.S. 0-6-2T is now repainted as “Thomas”.
Our 1963 and ‘64 holidays were in Ilfracombe and our hotel was
high up on the opposite side of the valley from Ilfracombe station.
Bulleid Pacifics would really raise the echoes leaving the station up
the steep gradient that started at the platform end. Coming back from
outings to Barnstaple my brother and I would travel by steam train,
leaving mum and dad to return in the car. In 1964 another family
with a train-mad son stayed in the same hotel. He was a bit older than
me and we went on a trip to Exeter, stopping at both St. David’s and
Central Stations and a tour around Exmouth Junction loco depot.
After the demise of steam, the Reading - Tonbridge services were
handled by the wretched ‘Tadpole’ D.E.M.U.s. These were formed of
two narrow Hastings line cars with a normal sized trailer. That saw
my interest in trains diminish, but Ford had announced the GT40 Le
Mans racing car. Jim Clark was my F1 hero, when he won the British
Saloon Car Championship in a Ford Falcon. This would eventually
lead to a 25 year interest in motor sport, and later on competing in
motor racing, and now today, classic cars. My trains were safely
packed away, to be brought out again in the 1980s when my son was
born.
Tony Penn (2445)
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Why I Like Hornby O Gauge Trains
By Ian Tandy (4539)

I

N many ways I find that I can’t improve on the rationale set out by
John Harding in his ‘The magic of Hornby – with some reflections
on scaling effects’. This perceptive article was published nearly 31
years ago in May 1989, in H.R.C. 222. He cites several reasons: first
nostalgia, second robust quality manufacture, third the appeal of
steam locos, fourth the ‘atmosphere’ of Hornby, and last the effects
of scale.
I know I am effectively preaching to the choir here, but I would
like to enlarge on John’s points, but from a personal perspective.
Nostalgia certainly has it for me, I have clear memories of helping
my two older siblings operate a floor laid O gauge layout that ran
from end to end of the top floor of our house in Malvern. I operated
the main line that ran in and out of my bedroom, down the landing,
through the box room, and in, and back out of the loft having turned
around ‘on an onion’. A triangle served the main station in my
bedroom, and a smaller station in the other bedroom was served by a
branch line on the landing. We ran 20 volts AC, both manual and auto
reverse, and also clockwork. My father laid this out several times, for
at least two weeks of the Christmas holidays. My oldest sibling says
it was only down twice, but it seems more than that to me, but I was
quite young after all. The track was later absorbed into the exhibition
layout that is now known as ‘Templeford’. The photograph shows the
locos that were owned by me and my siblings as children.
I do not need to say anything to you about the quality of Hornby,
they were expensive, and I doubt if my father bought anything brand
new. The fact that they are still running today says it all really.
The appeal of steam trains. As a baby boomer, I am probably a
member of the last generation to see steam locos in daily operation
as a matter of course. I have vivid memories of Castle class locos
starting up the bank out of Malvern Link station; those ‘square blocks
of steam’ of Churchward’s rousing the echoes, not off the hills, as
I then thought, but more likely off the over bridges. Magnificent!
G.W.R. really does mean ‘God’s Wonderful Railway’; don’t let them
tell you any different. But the glory has departed. Today, I would
never go down to a railway bridge just to watch an electric train
glide out of Sevenoaks station with all the power of the national grid
behind it. It ought to be a stirring sight, all that power in action, but it
isn’t.
Ah, the atmosphere. I don’t think John means that distinctive
smell of ozone which is just so Hornby, though we might as well
throw that in too, for good measure. I think he is talking about the
sound and the physical behaviour. The rattles, clatters,
roars, lurches, the impression of power. I agree with
John when he says that realism and authenticity do
not contribute to this effect. I am not the only one to
think so either. We heard one woman say, on seeing
‘Templeford’. ‘These are proper trains, this, is how
it is meant to be’. She had just walked through a hall
crammed with superbly modelled scenic layouts.
I find John’s remarks on scale effects to be
completely sound, Hornby’s over-scale wheels in
particular contribute to the atmosphere of power in
action. You never saw a real steam loco with wheels
over a foot wide. But the over-scale wheels of
Hornby enable the best over-scale effect of all, overscale speeds. I love fast running, sometimes too fast!
I recently wrote this to my family in defence of my
fast running.
1. Hornby trains are designed to run fast, they were
produced in an era when steam trains were charging
down banks at 120 plus mph, what true Hornby boy
or girl could fail to be thrilled by that? I am still!

2. Fast running maximises the back electromotive force (voltage),
which in turn minimises the armature current, which significantly
reduces armature heating. Armature heat is proportional to current
multiplied by current i.e. current squared. Plus maximising armature
speed maximises the cooling rate of the armature due to windage.
That goes as the square of the speed too. Hence we have a win win
situation.
3. Slow running produces the reverse of the above, sustained slow
running overheats the armature, which then expands and fouls the pole
pieces, especially in fathers permanent magnet conversions where I
suspect he reduced the air gap compared with that used by Hornby,
I did this myself with my own picometer conversion. The fouling of
the pole pieces stops the loco from moving forwards, resulting in a
reluctant backwards-only loco. For some reason which I don’t yet
understand, Hornby locos run better backwards than forwards, hence
it still moves backwards. We treat this condition by sending the loco
off for a rest, which lets the armature cool down and lets it shrink
back to its proper size. Sustained slow running also carries the risk
of burning the armature out, which would then require rewinding,
which is outside the ability of my workshop to undertake.
4. The above remarks apply to Hornby locos that have their original
mechanisms, which is the majority of them. There are locos that have
modern ‘can’ motors and longer gear trains; the Larry Peacock mechs
are an example of this, and these locos can safely be run slowly.
5. Fast running can be overdone, the centrifugal force on a curve
causes the train to lean outwards, if it leans far enough it comes
off the track. This is a piece of brinksmanship that is exciting and
exhilarating, and possibly addictive. I have yet to calculate the speed
required to overturn a train, I need a good estimate of the centre of
gravity of our locos and trains*. A rig to determine this would make
an interesting Meccano project. I found the limit empirically at
Spalding, but my sight line was obscured when the train overturned,
so I can’t even make a guess, sorry Marilla, they were your coaches,
but the loco was my old ‘Ockerd’. The whole train ran magnificently,
and I saw at least one person enjoying it as well as me.
I have since estimated the position of the centre of gravity and
calculated the scale speed at 212 mph plus or minus 9 mph. For me at
least, that is the magic of Hornby O gauge, sorry Dublo, you may be
Hornby too, but I like O gauge, you can hear it coming.
Ian Tandy (4539)		
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FOR OUR HORNBY TRAINS
The Animals

N

O, this article is not about a classic 1970s album by Pink Floyd
but the fascinating range of animals, and gift sets, produced by
Dinky Toys both before and after the war.
The two items discussed will be the Farmyard Animals Gift Set
which contained horses, cows, a sheep and a pig and the Shepherd
Gift Set which contained four sheep, a shepherd and a sheepdog.
These animals differ from the majority of Dinky Toys in that they are
made from lead and not the normal mazac alloy.

There was also a very comprehensive range of tractors, trailers
and farm implements offered within the Dinky Toys Farm and Garden
section of the catalogue, but as this is an article for the H.R.C.A. and
these are not directly linked to the animals, they will not be covered
in detail here. However, to set the scene properly, I have illustrated
the majority of them in the farm diorama included at the start of this
article.
These are excellent lineside items and add interest to any layout.

Farmyard Animals

The pre-war No.2 Farmyard Animals gift set, photo courtesy of Vectis Auctions Ltd
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The first appearance of this lovely gift set was in December 1932,
branded as a No. 2 Hornby Modelled Miniature Farmyard Animals
set; in 1934 it was rebranded as a Dinky Toys set. With the wartime
restrictions imposed upon all toy manufacturers it was discontinued
in 1940.
It contained two No. 2a horses; a white one with painting detail
on the hooves, mane and face and a brown one with similar detailing.
Two No. 2b cows; a dark brown one with painting detailing on the
hooves, udder, underbelly and face plus a black and white one with
detailing on the hooves and udders. The No. 2c pig was always
painted cream and the No. 2d sheep was white with the facial features
and hooves picked out in black.
They came in a nice illustrated box and were strung onto a card in
the box base, the box shown here is a slightly later one with the Dinky

brand. The animals were also available individually from dealer trade
boxes which contained six models.
The post-war reissue of the No. 2 set happened in April 1952 and
they were only available until 1956, this could have been because
they were made from lead which was then frowned upon in toy
production. The animals used the same moulds after the war but the
paint detailing was considerably reduced, the fleece on the sheep
had now become cream and the pig remained a shade of pink. They
were now supplied in a plain green box with a thin label over the lid
detailing the contents, and were still strung on a display type card in
the box base. All-in-all the animals were not now as attractive as the
pre-war versions. The post-war pigs and sheep were sold from trade
boxes of six, and it is assumed that the horses and cows were the
same.

The post-war No.2 Farmyard Animals gift set
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Pre-war and post-war horse and cow comparison

Pre-war and post-war sheep and pig comparisons
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In addition to the painting differences there were changes to
the markings underneath the animals. All the pre-war animals were
marked “HORNBY SERIES” underneath their bodies. On the postwar animals these markings were all removed. In the case of the
horse, the cow and the pig after the markings were removed the area

under the body was smooth. In the case of the sheep the area now
replicated the texture of the fleece which covered the rest of its body.
This is a good and instant check as to whether an animal has been
made pre-war, or post-war.

Meccano factory drawing of the Farmyard Animals

The official Meccano factory
drawing for the animals was
approved on the 2nd October
1951, it is drawn on translucent
drafting film using Indian ink. It
is interesting as it states that on
the 28th May 1952 the underside
views would have included the
words “MADE IN ENGLAND”.
This date is after their first
appearance in the Meccano
Magazine which was in April
1952. Over the years I have
seen scores, if not hundreds, of
Dinky animals and I have only
ever seen “HORNBY SERIES”
or no markings at all. I suspect
that this change did not actually
happen.

The Shepherd Set

The label on this prewar box set indicates
it was first sold in
Argentina
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The pre-war Shepherd Set

The No 6 Shepherd Set was new in April 1934 and stayed in the
range until 1940. As the Dinky name was introduced in 1934 it is
unlikely that this was ever issued as a Modelled Miniature. The set
includes four 2d sheep, a 6a shepherd and a 6b sheepdog. In some of
the sets there are four white sheep whereas in some others there are
three white sheep and one black one as shown here. In this set the
sheepdog is painted black and white, this pre-war dog is very rare to
find individually. I suspect that the 6b sheepdog is the smallest model
that Dinky ever made (25mm long) and because of a lack of available
space it is unmarked. As well as being in the gift set the pre-war items
were available individually from trade boxes of six.

Burlando Hermanas 1940 Meccano catalogue cover, courtesy of Jose Heraud
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The rare yellow coloured box is dated November 1939 and has
a label on the top stating Jugueteria (Toyshop), Burlando Hermanas
(Burlando Sisters), Esmeralda 340, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Burlando Hermanas was a large, and well known, department store
that specialised in Meccano, Hornby and Dinky toys, sadly they
have now closed. In the mid 1920s Meccano saw South America as
a potentially lucrative export market and opened distributorships in
Argentina, Columbia and Peru. The Meccano distributor in Argentina
was J.F. Macadam and Co. and two of their major outlets were
Harrods and Burlando Hermanas.

The 6a shepherd is wearing a smock, boots and a hat and has a
crook in his right hand, the top of the crook is a very delicate part
of the casting and this is very often broken off. In the Dinky world
it is always springtime as the shepherd is carrying a newborn lamb
under his left arm. Pre-war there were two variation; one with a blue
smock, grey hat, black boots, grey trousers and black crook. The
other had a beige smock dark brown hat, black boots, dark brown
trousers and black crook. Both of these had the newborn lamb picked
out in white at the front and rear of the shepherd. Gift sets can include
either variations of these figures. Post-war the painting quality is
significantly reduced, apart from his green hat and scarf everything
else is painted in the same shade of brown.

Burlando Hermanas 1941 Dinky Toys advert, courtesy of Jose Heraud

Three different types of Shepherd
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The post-war Shepherd set

The post-war Shepherd Set was introduced in April 1954 and
remained in the range until 1956. It contains four cream coloured 2d
sheep, a 6a shepherd and a plain black 6b sheepdog. It is in a plain
green box with a thin label similar to the post-war Farmyard Animals
gift set and the models are strung onto a card located in the bottom of

the box.
I am indebted to Jose Heraud for his valued input regarding
Burlando Hermanas and the South American information.
David Busfield

HUMOUR PAST. ‘M.M.’ MAY 1950

“Why didn’t you keep up with the others?”
“What - and leave the horse!”
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The V2 Project - the full story
By Michael D. Foster (4539)

Looking affectionately over a drawing of the V2 locomotive and a Hornby-Dublo 2-6-4 chassis, a kernel of an idea began to grow in
the mind of Michael Foster; surely this would not be that difficult to recreate? Read on to discover the full story of just how difficult
it actually was, told in serialised form by the man himself - Michael D. Foster.

Above, drawing of the
N .W. R . D u c h e s s s c l a s s
4-6-2 “North Western”, taken
from the pages of The Model
railway Constructor - left,
for March 1949

THE V2 PROJECT
Concept. Creation. Completion

A

S I look now at photographs of Sir Nigel Gresley’s V2
locomotive, I have to concede it is the most classic, beautiful
locomotive I have ever seen. Yes, we all have our leanings, our
favourites. I was born in Sutton Coldfield, just north of Birmingham
in 1941. Train spotting days were in the late 1940s and the 1950s, as
I used to bicycle to New Street Station, Snowhill Station or catch the
L.M.S. main line at Lichfield or Tamworth. Very much an L.M.S. or
G.W.R. fan - I had rarely seen an L.N.E.R. locomotive ever, let alone
a Southern steam engine.
I still knew nothing of L.N.E.R. locomotives until 35 years later
when I started the skeleton of my book on Hornby Dublo trains. As
I handled closely these fantastic models - the A4 locomotive grew
from a bulb in my mind to the perfection it is, both in real life and in
model form. Amongst the drawings given to me, and passed onto the
Hornby Railway Collectors’ Association were the loco body housing
drawings of the V2 locomotive. ‘Models that might have been’ I

called it in the appropriate chapter. Nothing further happened. My
book was published by New Cavendish Books in 1980 and I settled
down in its aftermath to ask myself, as I had so frequently been asked:
“What Next?”
It so happened I had a drawing in 4mm of the V2 in my ‘odds
and ends’ box. Lying on top of this was a Hornby Dublo 2-6-4 tank
chassis. It fitted! I could not believe it, it was like a hammer blow. Of
course, the centre axle was wrong, and needed moving forward 2mm,
but the corner wheels were spot on, so it seemed. You can see the idea
taking shape - wouldn’t it be wonderful to make such a model - using
the hundreds of 2-6-4 chassis available then in time for the Golden
Jubilee celebrations in September 1988?
On 23rd August, 1984, I ordered from Puffers Ltd, of Kenton,
Harrow, a Wrenn 2-6-4 chassis and a Hornby B17 tender drive unit
and spare tender top. You must understand that I had every belief that
an order would be made to G & R Wrenn Ltd, for say 250 units. I
had never, ever, envisaged making the chassis unit. I thought a 2-6-4
chassis, the centre axle moved forward 2mm, cobbled with A4 valve
gear and A4 rear pony truck would make an acceptable unit. To my
astonishment, the order was refused. “Cannot be done”, I was told,
“We have tried”.
So it seemed had Lima, who had announced their V2 in their 1984
catalogue, but it never came to production. Hornby Railways too had
proposed a prototype of the V2 for manufacture in 1982, this model
now owned by Mr Pat Hammond, author of the Tri-ang Railway
book by New Cavendish published in 1993. This too was still-born.
“Too difficult” I was told. “What was the problem.” I thought. Isn’t
innocence and ignorance wonderful? So I focused my sights and with
the power of enthusiasm behind me, set off on this journey. Little
did I know it would take 10 years and more, take countless hours
of free time work, 2-3 thousand hours at least, never charging my
time, all for the joy of creation, backed by a fantastic team of like
minded, skilled people who either gave their time freely, or charged
appropriately. All sharing the creation of a stunning model.
Tax, at least taxation was one area that had to be looked into.
You start receiving several thousand pounds and unless it is in a
totally separate account, every penny noted - you could find it being
assessed as “income”, and taxed accordingly. Gulp!
Insurance too, you have the models at your home - several
thousand pounds already spent, but models not yet completed. What
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happens if they are stolen, or worse - a house fire destroyed them.
When I had my company, and money, I paid a premium for fire and
full perils (theft by forcible entry) to protect them and the recipients.
However, when everything was lost in the recession I simply could
not afford to insure, so announced in V2 bulletin No. 29 that insurance
had to be the sole responsibility from now on of the recipient.
I used to think a company had three vital wheels, technical,
sales and finance, but I have since learnt it has to have a fourth administration. A person can cover two, two and a bit perhaps but if he covers more he has to neglect, to his detriment, one area,
one wheel. That is why a team is needed to be made, where each
contributes their particular skill to cover the project, like spokes on a
wheel - who is to say which spoke is the most important? Complete
the wheel of a project and you can really start motoring.
So, first step, having doodled with these items from Puffers
Ltd, was to ask the help of a good friend - Mr John Van Riemsdijk
who at the time was Keeper of Engineering at the Science Museum,
Kensington, London. How he so graciously put up with my ignorance
and enthusiasm. I wrote to him on 3rd January 1986 requesting some
technical details of the V2 locomotive, and as always, got a prompt,
fully detailed reply, with all drawings necessary. Also an introduction
to Mr John Bellwood, then Chief Mechanical Engineer at the National
Railway Museum in York.
l don’t know why it is, but truly great engineers, or masters in their
profession, what ever it is, always seem to respond to enthusiasm and
a keenness to learn. They guide one on, and give generously of their
time and experience, so it was with John - sadly now deceased. A true
gentleman. Three distinct memories linger as I “skived” - took time
from work - to detour via York Museum. The first was his warmth at
our first meeting as he had me behind the screens to climb all over the
“Green Arrow” - then out of commission being overhauled. Perhaps
it was his joy at a model of the V2 being made at last because he
told me - in secret, so do not pass it on please, that - “you could keep
all the scrap in York, as long as he could have his V2!” It was his
favourite engine, being a Doncaster man.
Finally, I had a problem in designing the buffers, so prominent are
they. They had to be bright steel/stainless steel, but what diameter?
So I get through to John on the telephone, he calls his deputy - who
has to run down from his office, across the yard to the workshops measure the diameter and return, puffing I am sure, with the required
diameter, while I was still speaking to John. You can never better this
type of service - and I thank them. The information that came back
was 15 3/4 inches diameter at the front, 16 inches at the rear of the
tender - so 16 inches it was or 5.3mm diameter in 4mm scale - one of
the most prominent features of the model.
Next problem was the name plate itself - variations existed, which
was correct? John replied “Green Arrow” has polished brass letters
with edge lip, with black painted surround.
John Bellwood had to retire early due to ill health. His last letter
to me dated 25th March 1988 stated - “unfortunately the cause of my
ill health is neither treatable nor curable - asbestosis, dating back to
the days building and repairing steam locomotives when the harmful
effects of the substance were not generally realised”. He died only six
months later, on 1st October 1988. We pass through life like a relay
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race - doing our bit when we can. Projects roll on - someone always
picks up the baton.
So - now having the technical details all sorted I needed permission
of Hornby Hobbies Ltd, so yet again in contact with another true
gentleman - Mr. Richard Lines. Our paths had crossed frequently
over the years, what with the Hornby-Dublo book etc. I first wrote to
Richard on 12th February 1986 outlining my plan. Correspondence
followed over the years, bearing the details such as:
(a) only to be sold to H.R.C.A. members
(b) not a Hornby Hobbies model, so as to avoid involving them in any
correspondence from customers.
At this stage I had hoped to use their B17 Ringfield motor drive
tender, but it was not then in production and my proposal was declined.
As Richard wrote on the l2th March 1986 - “we recommend you not
to rely on us as a source of supply for components or assemblies. It
is not impossible we could supply these but we do have a production
programme planned many months in advance. We will only vary this
for major commercial reasons”.
G&R Wrenn Ltd. had at this stage, already declined my order for
the chassis. Richard did not know who produced their valve gears,
but said the non-standard pieces of valve gear were one of the reasons
Hornby Hobbies did not go ahead with their V2 in 1982.
A most gracious reply came from him on 3rd December 1992
thanking me for presenting him with one of our V2 models. I have
never known Mr. Richard Lines refuse help to any request. One of
nature’s true gentlemen.
Next down the line was another longtime friend - Mr. Dennis
Williams. Dennis’s skill in repairing/maintaining our Hornby-Dublo
locos is immense. It is thanks to him - and others like him - who
allow us to keep our models running not just fifty years after their
manufacture, but a hundred years and more, so well were they
designed and constructed. So simple, so strong, this was how I
wanted the V2 model to be.
l wrote to Dennis on 7th June 1986 requesting his co-operation,
and asking if he could cobble up a 2-6-4 chassis, with an A4 rear pony
and either an A4 valve gear assembly, or, as had been suggested, a
West Country cylinder assembly.
On we went, checking, rejecting, investigating, redesigning to the
extent, to achieve a worthy Hornby-Dublo style model, we found we
could not mix and match at all.
We would have to strip and machine each and every chassis unit
- not just re-drill the centre axle shaft but round the top part of the
chassis block so it would not foul the cab, grind the “ears” of the base
above the rear pony, to allow that to freely travel etc., then reassemble
it all. By now we had some 200 firm orders, and we had to purchase
all the spares we needed, like pony screws, coupling screws, draw
bars, wheel and axle units etc. - by 200 times.
None of us knew the amount of work involved - that lay ahead
of us. A good job too - as I am sure the task would have baulked
us. Many people have done their share, but Dennis has been there
from the start, and without him the project would never have been
completed. A mere thank you can never be enough.
Michael D. Foster (4539)
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The Rookie At Auction...
By Grant Robinson (2724)

A

S a youngster born in 1937, I played with second hand Hornby
trains which I suspect were bought from various customers
visiting my father’s ironmongers shop. The most memorable items
were a 2710 loco and tender and a No1 Special tank. At this time
I was not even aware that Hornby made any locos with more than
four wheels. As time went by Dublo, though in short supply, made
an appearance and the O gauge was put to one side. When National
Service loomed the Hornby trains went the way they had come i.e.
into the shop at Christmas time.
Many moons later when married and settled in what was to
become my longest serving post, my wife thought I should ‘get a
hobby’. The result was a foray into collecting strictly Hornby O
gauge; I am still know in our Group as the ‘Hornby’ man although
they don’t know that I have recently bought a modern train set, but
they will now. 		
In Northumberland we still have viable weekly newspapers and
it was in the Hexham Courant some twenty years ago that I noticed
a general auction sale about to take place in Rothbury. Included in
the listing was what appeared to me to be a Hornby ‘Schools’ class
loco and accessories. You can probably see where this is going – a
‘Schools’ at an ordinary auction? Off I went to the weekend viewing
held in an original animal auction building, complete with enamelled
adverts and a few biblical texts on the walls. Entry into the building
from the road led to the highest level of seating and gave a good
general view of the auction room. Being of reasonably good eyesight,
I soon spotted the box of Hornby and to my intense disappointment
it was quite obviously ‘Dublo’ (?) and in not very good condition
and certainly not the ‘Schools’ I had expected. However, not to be
deterred, I glanced casually round the tightly packed array of goodies
and spotted ‘the Big Blue Box’ – yes O gauge Hornby. Potential
problem though; someone was giving the set a good inspection
and this being early December I was worried that the gentleman
(obviously in his farming attire) was considering it as a Christmas
present.

I filled in a form and asked how the system worked – did they start at
the price I had left? Certainly not, came the answer and they would
let me know if I was successful and even deliver the set to Hexham
Mart if I ‘won’ it. A fortnight passed before I received a call to say the
train set would be at Hexham Mart the following day. If I remember
rightly I left a bid of £45.00 and paid £30.00 plus 5% commission. As
soon as possible after work on the appointed day I scooted west from
Newcastle to Hexham to the Old Mart on Corbridge Road. Access
to the Mart office (dark in December) was not easy because the place
was still full of sheep! However I made it to the door unscathed
only to be greeted by several dozen faces belonging to sheep farmers
staring silently at the fully suited vision in the doorway. Fortunately
someone shouted “you must have come for the train set” and the
chatter stared up again.
Naturally this set is one of only a few I have (lack of space) but
occupies pride of place and a reminder of the early learning curve for
would-be auction buyers. The auction rookie story ends there, but as
a post script, I decided to take the set to the shop it was bought from
in Rothbury. The gentleman said that the signature on the guarantee
was that of his aunty and would you believe it someone came to the
shop a few years ago and bought all their old stock, so that did not
work.
Grant Robinson (2724)

I gave the opposition time to move on and then I swooped. The
box lid had the typically yellow/orange colouring of the early postwar period and according to the latest date on the paperwork was
sold in September 1946. The box, although scruffy, had protected
the contents remarkably well and I would say the contents were ‘very
good’. The “Please Remove before Displaying” card was present and
in good condition along with a full set of paperwork. The original
guarantee was hand written and signed by the owner of a local fancy
goods shop – still trading in Rothbury. At one point I spotted an old
cocoa tin near the set with some large door keys in it plus a full set of
rail clips. These soon surreptitiously found their way into the set.
As I was working full-time and was not able to attend the auction
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Telegraph Poles -

Part 1. More to them than meets the eye
By Tim Knights (2849)
Part 1 – Overview and earlier sources of information
INTRODUCTION

T

HE British railway scene changed considerably during the period
1920 – 1940, ownership, liveries, design of locomotives and
rolling stock and so on. One thing that remained relatively constant
from its introduction in the nineteenth century was the need for
electric and telegraphic communication along the routes. Not only
that, it is more than likely that the same poles were in place for much
of the time, with little if any difference in appearance and function.
As the Hornby range grew rapidly in the 1920s, the opportunity was
taken to enhance the realistic look of layouts with various lineside
accessories to complement the track and trains. As highly visible and
very common features beside railway tracks, telegraph poles were
early arrivals in the list of accessories provided by Hornby.
The first part of this article reviews the available literature, quite
scarce as it happens, on the Hornby product, and then gives a brief
explanation of the purpose of the poles and the wires they carried on
the ‘real thing’. Future articles will go into more detail on the changes
that occurred to the Hornby representations, a more complicated
story than one might imagine. I for one was not prepared for the
complexity when setting out to write this article. Contact with Chris
Graebe, Nicholas Oddy and Stephen Dabby quickly put me straight.
LITERATURE
The Collector
Two articles on the O gauge products have come to light in the
‘Collector’: “That Telegraph Pole: A Victim of Obscurity” by Bruce
Baxter, in April 1982, and “That Telegraph Pole: An Historical Essay”
by Nicholas Oddy, in July 1982. Bruce Baxter says that there was
“little excitement” in 1923 when it was introduced, and 3/- seemed
a high price for “a mainly decorative item.” The price did change,
in 1924 when the number of arms was reduced from 3 to 2, the price
became 2/6 and in 1927 they were 3/6 for a pair. He notes that it was
11” high, which was vastly over scale.
Bruce Baxter notes that the ‘M’ version appeared in 1930, 6” tall,
and the ‘M No.2’ range in 1931 saw a 10” version. He surmises that
the No.2 version did not get produced for long, and it was the shorter
post that usually appeared in the layouts and dioramas featured in
Meccano Magazine (see example Fig 1 from December 1937).

He mentions other makes, namely Bassett-Lowke with wooden
poles, Britains with 6” diecast poles, together with Brimtoy, Lionel,
Marx and various European makers.
In Nicolas Oddy’s article, more detail is offered about the way the
construction and appearance evolved, and there will be much more
to be said on that in the second part of this article, aided by the fruits
of subsequent research. He noted that the use of ceramic insulators
“must make them the most detailed Hornby accessories”. Another
remarkable fact about their construction, Nicholas says, is that early
versions were assembled from upwards of 35 parts. There were
fewer in later versions.
As far as Dublo is concerned, they are featured in Bob Field’s
series in the June/July 2012 Collector. He noted that as a late arrival
to the range, coming with the introduction of 2-rail in 1959, they
are relatively rare. Trix and Tri-ang had got there first. Unlike their
O gauge counterparts, no significant variations have been recorded.
Meccano Magazine
Bruce Baxter and more recently David Upton confirm the
suspicion that coverage of telegraph poles was sparse in Meccano
Magazine. However, helped by the recently refined index compiled
by Timothy Edwards (meccanoindex.co.uk) it has been possible to
trace a few relevant items.
The only article specifically on telegraph poles is to be found in
October 1932. This encourages readers to consider adding telegraph
poles as they are a characteristic lineside feature seen on any railway
journey. It is suggested that as well as being simple accessories, they
can be put to practical use in carrying electrical wires for lighting
and other circuits on the line. No examples of this use have come
to light but it must have been attempted. The unnamed writer goes
on: “Alternatively, thread may be placed over the insulators if actual
wire is not required, and will contribute a great deal to the air of
finish of the line.” David Upton has used this idea on his layout
(Figure 2).

Figure 2

Figure 1
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The Readers’ Queries column has two mentions. In May 1930
someone had suggested reduced size to look “true-to-type” and this
received short shrift, (Figure 3) though strangely enough at about
the time the more realistically sized example in the ‘M’ Series was
emerging.

In October 1930 a reader’s query suggesting insulators on the
signal cabin, which would have given some of the wires a credible
destination, was politely acknowledged, but not acted on (Figure 4).

Figure 3

Figure 4

There are no items about their role in railway operation
among the editions that I have available, others may have spotted
something. Perhaps as they do not have moving parts and there is
not the possibility of illumination, they did not fit with the overriding
emphasis on operational potential in pursuit of ‘fun and realism’. It is
possible however to trace the prices and they appear in the illustrated

price lists. Interestingly in 1930-31 p.11 a promotional piece headed
“The Completeness of the Hornby System” does not include telegraph
poles in the list of suggested lineside accessories.
In the 1937-38 H.B.T., there are three mentions. On page 33 the
telegraph pole is part of Set M10, though not set M11 even though
like the M10 it is billed as being a ‘complete model railway’ (my
emphasis) (Figure 5).

Hornby Book of Trains

Figure 5
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Page 46 advertises the M Station Set and the individual components (Figure 6).

Figure 6

On page 43 the taller versions are illustrated (Figure 7).

Figure 7
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The Hornby Companion Series Vol. 5
An outline of the introduction and summary of changes appears
in the main section on accessories. Graebe and Graebe note that the
first appearance was in 1923, and the last mention in a price list was
in 1939. They were absent in 1940 and 1941 lists.
They are mentioned in the section on the ‘M’ series, and more
detail will follow in a future article. Accessories from the ‘M’ Series
were the basis for the “British Express” system that was manufactured
by Meccano Ltd. though never identified as “Hornby”. The sets were
issued from 1932 to 1936/7, and although there are Telegraph Poles
in a red and white version that would have matched the way other
‘M’ Series items were altered for the “British Express” sets, there is
no evidence to hand that they appeared in them. A photo of a box
of 12 in this colour scheme appears in the ‘M’ series section of the
Companion.
THE REAL THING
Kichenside and Williams in “Two Centuries of Railway
Signalling” discuss why electrical methods were not used in the
early days. They find it difficult to understand, looking back, why
early railway companies did not use the emerging technology sooner
than they did. Was it an attitude, or financial restraint? As soon as
a line has the possibility of more than one train moving at the same
time, there needs to be a way of showing if the line ahead is clear,
and to ensure that conflicting movements at junctions and sidings
are prevented. As time interval working, with flags and hand signs,
was phased out in favour of block systems, telegraph wires were
needed along railway routes. Attempts at underground cabling were
unsuccessful, due to the deterioration of cable insulation, and thus
overhead wires supported on poles became the norm.

apart, and the calculation is a simple one.”
The route of the wires should when possible follow the inside of
curves so that if a wire is broken it will not foul the running lines. On
a model railway there are other considerations that might overrule
this, (also mentioned in MM see above) not least convenience of
operators and their hands and arms waving around, and at shows the
hazards of wobbly tables and unpredictable spectators.
At the top there is not a random collection of crossbars and
insulators: they have functions, which can include:
Block instrument circuits
Lamp failure circuits
Control for remote signals and points
Telephones from signal posts
Telephones between signal boxes and control.
The number of wires and thus the number of crossbars varies
from location to location according to the presence of these systems.
When this topic was aired on the H.R.C.A. Forum recently, Nicolas
Oddy posted some images from a Highland Railway document. He
has kindly supplied high definition versions, and they are shown
here (Figures 9-12) to make the point that the various wires served
different purposes for different systems, and not necessarily just for
the railway companies.

Jim Snowdon in an article for the Gauge O Gazette tells us that
the spacing was generally around 65 yards, which is 4’6” in 7mm
scale, closer on curves. Length of poles can vary from 20’ – 50’ with
at least 4’, sometimes as much as 7’ underground.
On the spacing of telegraph poles, as an aside, many readers are
probably familiar with the scene in “Silver Blaze” on a train to Exeter
(Figure 8).

Figure 8

“We are going well,” said he [Sherlock Holmes], looking out of the
window, and glancing at his watch. “Our rate at present is fifty-three
and a half miles an hour.”
“I have not observed the quarter-mile posts,” said I [Watson].
“Nor have I. But the telegraph posts upon this line are sixty yards
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It was important to know which was which when inspecting and repairing
them. Faced with these puzzles, and the need for accurate record keeping in
even the remotest of spots, one can understand why the “Wichita Lineman”
felt in need of a vacation.
Not all the lines will go all the way along a route, some branch off to
stations and signal boxes, which is presumably what the reader had in mind
when raising the question mentioned above, in October 1930.
CONCLUSION TO PART 1
Telegraph Poles are an intrinsic part of the visible railway scene across the
world and are an essential element of railway operation. Thus they merited
their place in the Hornby range of accessories, despite their lack of moving
parts. In future articles the many variations to be found will be described,
with the help of illustrations and descriptions supplied by Stephen Dabby and
Nicholas Oddy, based on their comprehensive collections and research. For
those such as me, who thought that all that changed over the years were the
cross bars and the colours, this will be a revelation.

Sources for Part 1
H.R.C.A. Collector
Bruce Baxter: April 1982
Nicholas Oddy: July 1982
Bob Field: June/July 2012
Hornby Book of Trains; dates as mentioned in article
Meccano Magazine (not including advertisements):
dates as mentioned in article (note the new online index
by Timothy Edwards: meccanoindex.co.uk)
“Railways and overhead pole routes”, Jim Snowdon:
Gauge O Guild Gazette August 2019 pp.30-34
“The Hornby Gauge 0 System”, Chris and Julie Graebe
pub. New Cavendish Books 1985 (revised 1995)
“Two Centuries of Railway Signalling”, Geoffrey
Kichenside and Alan Williams, Oxford Publishing
Company, 1998
“Wichita Lineman” Jim Webb 1968 (see Glen Campbell,
Ray Charles, James Taylor, etc)
Acknowledgements for Part 1
David Upton
Chris Graebe who referred me to the earlier Collector
items
Nicholas Oddy for the Highland Railway document and
for helpful comments on a draft
John Mair for reading a draft and
commenting on it.
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Forward/Reverse Controls
for Electric Engines
By Peter Langlois (9340)

A

SHORT while ago I was encouraged to get my dilapidated
O gauge 20v electric train set - given to me as a Christmas
present in about 1947 - out of the loft to take part in a model train
meeting in Monken Hadley church hall, started by another member
Bill Morris. It was a tank engine with a small oval track and four
wagons. I repaired the engine (it needed the field coil rewinding)
and got it running. I have expanded on that set over the last couple
of years with equipment which ‘badly needed attention’. I regret to
say that I am not a purist wanting wonderful complicated layouts
with all the attendant paraphernalia, and digital controls are beyond
my reach. As an impecunious ‘impurist’, I enjoy the process of
just getting old things working. In the April magazine the topic of
reversing electric motors was discussed. One of my projects has been
the design of a simple and cheap remote direction control. This note
describes the design I came up with for my ‘old bangers’.

Remote Forward/Reverse Controls for Electric O Gauge Engines
Two remote reverse controls have been installed on a couple of
old tank engines (Fig.1). No mechanical modifications are needed
except for slipping a thin plastic sheet between the existing contacts
of the mechanical forward/reverse control to prevent those contacts
working. There is some soldering/wiring to do and some experience
of circuits is necessary, but the engine can easily be converted back
to normal. The modification is suitable for AC or DC rail supplies and
load currents of up to 5A. The remote controls involve pushing one
button on the fob transmitter to engage forward and another to engage
reverse. No diodes or other components are needed on the engine.

Fig. 1 Two tank engines with remote forward/reverse controls. The giant bulbs have been
replaced by more modest yellow LEDs. Just visible at the cab entrances are the power
switches on the 2032 cases.

Circuit design
Figure 2 shows the receiver circuit which is eventually packed into
the cab of one engine. The XDYK 04 receiver has four outputs. Only
two outputs A, B are used. The pulsed outputs generated by the fob
transmitter supplied with the receiver, set or reset the latch relay to
change direction. Two transistors controlled by the receiver supply
the current to set or reset the relay through two separate coils. The
diodes prevent inductive spikes and the two 4.70F tantalum capacitors
avoid spikes on the 5V supply. One of the capacitors must be placed
close to the 5V regulator (LP2950), and the other near the latch coils.
The regulated 5V power supply is provided from two 2032 button
batteries (~6.5V). The receiver uses about 5mA DC. The short 30mA
forward/reverse latch pulses are relatively infrequent, placing very
little drain on the batteries. The batteries hold 1400mAH

Fig. 2. Forward/reverse controls. The colours Wh, Br and Bl refer to the four wires from the engine (see Fig. 3). The fob transmitter is supplied with the XYDK 04 receiver

A second independent control from the same transmitter can use
outputs C and D in a second receiver instead of A and B to drive
the latch relay on a second engine. Note that the transmitter/receiver
is not secure. Someone with the same transmitter can control the

receiver but at present this is very unlikely! It was chosen for reasons
of cost, low power requirement and small physical size. Secure
transmit/receive devices are available.
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Construction
Engine modification

Fig. 3. Forward/reverse connections on the motor. The two white wires are soldered on to the existing left and right tabs on the rotating switch without moving the existing wiring.
The brown wire is soldered to the centre tab. The black wire is soldered to a convenient point on the chassis. The green wire connects a LED circuit.

In figure 3 the forward/reverse switch on the engine motor is first
deactivated by placing a thin sheet of plastic between the rotating
contacts. The switching contacts are directly replaced by the latch
relay. The control rod is removed. Four wires of sufficient length to
enable subsequent connection to the control circuit in the cab are

soldered to the tabs as shown. All existing wires must be left in place.
The wires are threaded through existing holes to the cab ready for
connection to the control circuit. The engine can be replaced in the
carcass.

Cab circuit wiring.

Fig. 4. Cab circuit components. The case used is fixed with double sided tape inside the cab

The following is the method used here. There are better ways.
Figure 4 shows the circuit blocks ready for insertion. The
components in the blocks were soldered to minimum size copper
strip boards. In order to place all the components into the cab (it is a
tight fit), the circuit has been divided into three blocks: the case with
switch containing the two 2032 button batteries, the receiver, and the
relay plus transistors. The blocks have been very loosely connected
to enable individual insertion of each block into the cab. The 2032
case was placed beside a cab side entrance with its switch at the cab
opening. The receiver block has a 23cm aerial neatly coiled (not
supplied) which is left in the open at the back of the cab. Each block
is covered with electrical insulation tape for protection.
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The two engines have been happily chuntering round with the
occasional change in direction without any problem.
Note. The LED was installed with a resistor and diode in series.
The value of the resistor depends on the voltage range of the supply
voltage. The diode was used both for AC supplies and to protect the
LED in the case of DC supplies to avoid accidental reverse voltage
damage.
Peter Langlois (9340)
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High Speed Hornby O Gauge
By Ian Tandy

I

RECENTLY calculated the scale speed of a Hornby O gauge
train from the speed required to overturn it in a 3 foot radius turn.
The result I obtained was 212 mph plus or minus 9 mph. I was so
sceptical of this result that I double-checked the measurements for
the location of the centre of gravity for the loco, and the working of
the calculation. All seemed to be correct. So I asked myself, can my
S.R. 4-4-2 Tank engine really go that fast? How could I check it out?
I don’t have access to a suitable test track, so I needed a different
method.
The loco concerned is my old ‘Ockerd’, so named for its very
unreliable auto-reverse mechanism. This loco was converted by my
father to DC operation using the permanent magnet method, at some
time in the 1960s. This loco has always been fast but is it really that
fast? To find out I built a test rig out of Meccano....
I had previously made two ‘rolling roads’ in Meccano, one I
loaded with a ‘Prony’ brake*, the other with a ‘Baker fan’+. The
fan is the better way of loading the mechanism, as it will speed up,
providing an increasing load, until a limiting speed is reached. But I
digress. The purpose of this new rolling road was to drive an output
shaft via reduction gears so that the angular speed of the output shaft
could be observed and the angular speed of the wheels calculated.
The rig that I built is shown in Figure 1, with ‘Ockerd’s’ mechanism
mounted on top, note the permanent magnet in place of the field coil.
The speed reduction was such that the loco wheels had to turn 703
times to turn the output shaft once. On test at full power it took 50
seconds to turn the output shaft once, this works out to a scale speed
of 188 mph. Well, the order of magnitude is right. Then I wondered
if some adverse camber of the track might have contributed to the
overturning. Well, that can be calculated too. I obtained an angle of
-5.73 degrees, i.e. roughly 1 in 10. That was more than I was willing to
believe, especially as there was yet another factor to take into account.
My power supply for the above test has an open circuit voltage of
15 volts, whereas the controllers used on ‘Templeford’ have an open
circuit voltage of 22 volts. My power supply loads down to about 12
volts, I don’t know what ‘Templeford’s’ loads down to, but if it can
manage 13.5 volts under load, which seems probable, that would be
enough to keep 212 mph in court. Performance measurement is beset
with uncertainty! Still, 188 mph is a very respectable speed for a tank
engine. Maybe when we get ‘Templeford’ up again I can do a timed
dash across the back straight, pulling 5 Suburbans.
Thanks to using a permanent magnet instead of a field coil there

is something like 2.4 more volts available to the armature, which
represents a significant increase in speed compared to a mechanism
with a field coil. This particular conversion is interesting, to me, at
any rate, in that my father left the reversing switch drum in place and
wired the feed to the brushes through it, with the result that it can
be reversed manually (with the body removed) without changing the
polarity of the supply. It is one of his earliest conversions and he may
not have known in advance which way it was going to go. Maybe he
had my dislike of having to do a wiring job over again. The body that
this mechanism usually wears is shown in Figure 2.
In conclusion, this is a particularly fast running loco, and
certainly faster than Hornby locos with the usual field coil instead of
a permanent magnet. It is great fun to drive, and has on this occasion
given me an excuse to play with Meccano too. Who needs an excuse?
There again, I like there to be some purpose for my experiments with
Meccano.
* The Prony Brake is a simple device invented by Gaspard de Prony in 1821 to measure the
torque produced by an engine. The term “brake horsepower” is one measurement of power
derived from this method of measuring torque. (Power is calculated by multiplying torque
by rotational speed.)
+

The Baker Fan was developed by the Baker Co. as a load for running-in new engines
and not as there seems to be a tendency to expound at the Reunions, as a device for the
measurement of horsepower. ... At higher elevations, the air is rarefied (less dense) and the
fan spins more easily.
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Scratch-built L.N.E.R. N7 tank
By Vic Mumby (8801)

A

BOUT 12 months ago I dug out from my scrap box a rather sad
Dublo N2 chassis and decided to see if I could scratch-build a
body to fit it. After much research I decided on an L.N.E.R. N7 tank
engine whose wheel size and wheel base almost perfectly matched
the Dublo chassis. The prototype N7 came in several slight variations

depending where it was built. I finally decided on the condensing
version N7/3 built at Doncaster during 1927/28. It has a round topped
fire box which is much easier to model. I also had in my possession
a 4mm scale drawing from Historic Locomotive Drawings by
F.J. Roche.

The first job was to strip the chassis, create daylight for under
the boiler, reduce overall height to fit into the new body and shorten
the chassis at the rear by removing the guard irons. New guard irons
were then positioned as per prototype. This way the original body

fixing slots could be re-used. In order to get the pony truck axle in the
correct position without moving the pivot it was necessary to take a
3mm slice out of it.
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The cleaned chassis was painted, re-assembled, fitted with modern capacitor and inductor for suppression, and a complete new 2-rail
pickup courtesy of Mick Turner from the spares catalogue. The front coupling was re-attached with a standard coupling rivet in place of the
original N2 chassis fixing screw. The new body is attached with a bolt through the chimney into a new threaded hole in the chassis.

Next the footplate was fabricated to establish its fitting to the chassis, followed by smokebox and boiler.

Attention then turned to the cab, tank sides and splashers. Finally, boiler and tank fittings, steps, handrails, destination boards, vac pipes,
Westinghouse pump and buffers. Materials used were copper pipe for boiler/firebox, nickel silver or brass sheet and rod elsewhere. Boiler
bands turned directly onto the boiler. Bought-in parts were tank fillers, scale handrail knobs and handrail plus buffer stocks and buffers. The
chimney and dome are the nearest I could get from Alan Gibson 4mm Model Railway Products, but considerably modified by myself.
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After cleaning, the body was primed then sprayed with Humbrol Satin Black acrylic paint. Transfers courtesy of the Historical Model
Railway Society (Methfix variety). In total, over 220 hours of effort in 1 or 2 hour sessions over a period of 12 months, but a pleasing result.
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VINTAGE TRAINS (L.M.C.) DAY
AT ‘TAPPERS’, BROMLEY
March 2019

T

HE Tappers-of-Bromley group met for a ½-day meeting on
March 14th 2020. 26 attendees signed in. This was a welcomed
number given this was the weekend when the U.K. COVID19 virus
response was moving to people travelling less, cancelling meetings
and beginning to self-isolate. The mood was a little more sombre than
usual as we realised we may have to shut down for some months.
However we made the most of the gathering.
Both the TTT1 and TTT2 test tracks were set up with gauge O
trains running throughout the afternoon on 6 tracks. Given this was
“more of the same” I write little about those.
In the corner near the kitchen we put out two loose-lay gauge
1 loops – a 4ft. radius loop of Middleton track (electrified) and a
3 ft. radius loop of Maerklin track for clockwork. The oldest loco
running was a Bing 0-4-0 L.S.W.R. clockwork loco. Perhaps the most
desirable and almost never seen loco was a Midland 4-4-0 tender loco
by Butcher of Watford. This company was subcontracted to BassettLowke. The loco actually didn’t move as its centre pickup was too
high and required raised centre 3rd rail track. It did, however, attract
a great deal of interest. A black Maerklin 4-4-0 tender loco, greatly
resembling an American outline did successfully run. A black Bing
0-4-0 “112” loco with a Bonds post-war motor, pulled three Carette
6-wheeled (Clemenson) L.N.W.R. coaches. The same coaches were
separately pulled by a more original blue Bing “112” electric loco.
A Stroudley 0-6-0 of unknown make ran. I ran my recent scrapper
construction based on two old Bing clockwork mechanisms. For
want of a better description I call this my “Double-Fairlie” although
I know (and others endlessly tell me) a Double-Fairlie would really
have a rigid structure with pivoting bogies. Mine is two rigid locos
pivoted in a joint cab. It isn’t painted yet and is “just a bit of fun”.
One member brought six Meccano aeroplanes from his collection
of substantially more.
Traders comprised Mark Carne, Graham Lock, Bruce Palmer and
Tim Walker.
The kitchen was run by Graham Lock. Keith and Robert manned
the door and collected the entrance money. I took the photos and
compiled material for the report.
The Tappers book celebrating the anniversary has sold 513
copies and is now an expanded 56 pages on its 8th printing. Copies
are still available for the original price of £3 from Steve or Graham
(frankhornby07@aol.com or grhmlock@yahoo.co.uk
As for the future we simply do not and cannot know whether we
can continue to meet. The dates and a contact phone number are in
our book. I am sure soon the word will just get around as to what can
and cannot take place. We wish everyone well.

Gauge 1 Butcher of Watford loco

Gauge 1 Bing clockwork L.S.W.R. 0-4-0

Steve Webb

Meccano aeroplanes on display
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THAMES VALLEY, MORTIMER GROUP
March 2019

C

ONSIDERING the Coronavirus was starting to rear its deadly
head, it was a very good turn out of members. As usual, one
was spoilt for the choice of layouts to view. Graham Bilbé set the
tone by modelling a Colonel Stephens railway in O gauge clockwork.
This was very much an out-and-back arrangement, starting from a
small station adjacent to the mainline station. It was considered that
Hornby trains were too massive for this layout, so smaller Bing locos
were substituted.
Yours truly put on the sole electric O gauge layout in Bill’s corner
with a Southern theme. Several locos visited for test purposes. Our
Harry, Saunderson, bought along his MO layout, however he suffered
the small matter of forgetting a critical item. We have all suffered
similarly, generally half way down a motorway. What was it? Points.
The Dublo brigade were well represented. The Chiltern Hills
gang were running a tank locomotive only layout on the stage, with
ten standard tanks in various liveries, true and false. There were a
couple of Fairburn 2-6-4 tanks distinguished by different top feeds.
Richard Lettin has decided not to sell his 2-rail layout because it
was too heavy, but to modify it to make it more manageable to pack
into his car. The club large Dublo 3-rail layout was in use by Kip
Bennett with a Wrenn and neverwazza locos running.

Richard Lettin’s layout, note the wheels (down the right hand side), for ease of transport

Short Bing train on Colonel Stephens layout

Until the next meeting, keep safe, wash your hands and keep 2
metres away..
Rebecca Strong (6302)

COTSWOLDS’ MUSINGS

Dublo tanks on shed, a rainbow of colours

A

Club Dublo large 3 rail layout run by Kip Bennett

Three dealers were present to relieve you of cash for collectables,
which your relatives may not appreciate when you pass to the great
toy train set in the sky; Mike Delaney, Richard Taylor and John
Willcocks. Pat Dyckhoff was in charge of the buffet car.
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ROUND the time of the 60th anniversary of the introduction of
Hornby-Dublo in 1998, I attended a show on the platforms of
the Great Central Railway at Loughborough. I was at the very start
of my rekindled interest in Dublo and was amazed at what was still
available. I only really wanted a few bits as a reminder and had little
intention of starting to build up a collection. Fat chance, these days
I’m knee deep in it!
A complete revelation to me was Bob Field’s fabulous pre-war
layout, complete with clockwork track and locos; I had never seen
this and had no idea that it had ever existed. So, here I am 22 odd
years later, and have, with much assistance from Bob, built a portable
pre-war layout for showing at club meetings and the odd toy fair etc.
I have unashamedly based this layout on his, it’s smaller at 5ft. x 7ft
to make it possible to transport in my car.
The baseboard is one of Robin Hair’s brilliant designs, which
folds in half for transportation and is perfectly level when opened.
Robin showed me an excellent way to lay track across the fold. In this
area, each piece of track clips into place across the join at the centre
fold and is removable for folding purposes.
There is a double track electric circuit, outside of which is a clockwork
circuit, with a storage loop for spare clockwork locos and rolling
stock. Inside is the city station, set as a terminus, a loco shed, and a
storage spur. In addition, on the other side is the goods yard with its
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attendant depots.
With a few minor exceptions Hornby produced everything on the
layout between 1938 and 1940. Buffer stops in usable condition are
impossible to find so post-war have to be used. Also the clockwork
short rails of which I needed around 6 have evaded me; consequently
I have used pre-war electric short rails instead. However, I have tried
to remain loyal to the pre-war theme, both Dublo and Dinky signals
are used, again electric signals are a problem so, at present only prewar manual are used.
All rolling stock and locos are pre-war. It’s amazing what you can
still get, but an awareness of the “Mazak rot” problem is essential and
things need to be handled with care, however in general this has not
proved to cause any real concern. I am fortunate in owning a genuine
Meccano magnetiser so proper repairs and maintenance of locos is
in order. This layout has been shown at a number of H.R.C.A. group
meetings along with a couple of toy fairs and has generated quite a bit
of interest. It has become a joint enterprise between Dave Palmer, of
Evesham and myself. Much work and maintenance has been carried
out since it’s first showing and Dave’s input has been a great help to
the point that it is now considered something of a joint enterprise. We
tend to run his locos and my rolling stock; he has a great deal more
patience with the clockwork locos! So, this project is complete. Now
what next? Ah yes, a post-war layout for all the stuff languishing in
my loft!

City Terminus Station and Engine Shed

Ray Tucker (5398)

Nearly complete

Ray relaxing in his garden

Station and Goods Yard

The layout at a Cotswold meeting with left, Bob Leonard and Dave Palmer

Remember folks. In this world, nothing stays the same forever.
The Groups will no doubt soon be meeting and reporting on their activities again.
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More on 1970s prices

T

Advice from Ray Simpson

HE editor’s mention of Mr P. Allwood of Derby and his adverts
from 47 years ago (March issue) caught my eye, because I was
a customer of his in the early 1970s. I still have a receipt for several
items purchased for me by my father in April 1971, which shows
that my “Barnstaple” (on a 3-rail mechanism) cost £5.25 and Super
Detail coaches cost 65p each, as did Pullman Brakes. An “Aries”
was almost double the price for some reason (£1.25) but a tinplate
Restaurant Car was just 35p! I recall his wares were all in excellent
condition, though only a month later I bought a brand new 4053 from
Bakers Model Shop in Gillingham, for only 65p including postage,
so perhaps his prices were a shade on the high side for second hand.
Talking of Derby, does anyone from that town and era remember
the model shop in Reginald Street? They usually had a good range
of second-hand 3-rail Dublo and had stocks of new boxed 2-rail
wagons that lasted for quite a while. I of course kick myself now
for not buying the latter, but I was still at school and the focus of
my limited spending power was then on 3-rail (other than the Super
Detail coaches). It was odd where Dublo turned up after Meccano’s
demise; for some reason an electrical appliance shop on Normanton
Rd that had never previously dealt in Dublo, suddenly had a stock of
brand new Co-Bos for £1.50 at around that time.
Ian Smith (5009)

Cheers!

W

ITH all the pubs being closed I decided to make my own.

Dave Busfield
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Impromptu Hornby-Dublo and O gauge

M

AY I say how much I enjoyed reading the April edition of the
‘Collector’ on-line. I was saddened to hear of the situation
regarding your Post Office but heartened to know what an important
role it is playing in your local community at this time.
I could never have realised what a positive impact, reading the
‘Collector’ would have, but it has demonstrated the importance of our
association and the collective friendship therein.
Over the last two and a half weeks I have finally got around to
playing with my O gauge and Hornby-Dublo - see photos supplied.
This has given me a sense of normality, comfort, joy and purpose
through very difficult days. I hope many of our members will feel the
same way. I look forward to better times that I know will come and
the gratitude I feel towards the H.R.C.A. and my toy trains will be for
ever remembered.
Thank you for your efforts, they are greatly appreciated.
Nick Beilby (5375). York.

Good observation

F

IRST, a warm thank you for the arrival of the H.R.C.A. ‘Collector’
by email. I enjoyed it, having had no trouble in gaining access.
Well done to all those involved in setting it all up.
If you are in need of submissions, I hope the following brief note
will help. No doubt like many of us, I am having something of an O
gauge sort-out, beginning with my No 30 and 31 stock. Having not
looked too closely before, I was amused to see that, even though there
was no change in the detail of their contents, the boxes for the No 31
Brake/3rd and 1st/3rd coaches show the same stages of production
variation we see in the No 51 series. In other words, some instead
say Brake/2nd and 1st/2nd, reflecting the changes in classification of

the passenger stock as they happened on the Big Railway, though no
doubt some time after they came in.
I suspect that not many of us may have noticed this, as so often
boxes at the cheaper end have not survived. I am lucky to have some
no 30 and 31 stock in very good condition, though it did take some
time to find them!
Peter Lutton (2611)
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H

Odd Chimney on Hornby locomotive

ERE is a Type 20 with
a non-Hornby chimney.
Appears to be an original fitting.
Dean Green did confirm that
in the last days of production
Hornby used anything they had.
He had seen Type 20 locos with
such fittings. The photograph
shows a regular Type 20 chimney
for comparison, also a Brimtoy
with the same type of chimney as
fitted to the Hornby.
Anyone have Type 20s with
this odd chimney? Note also
the locos are standing on New
Zealand made `Lawrence Lines`
rails. These were a quality
product with rails spot welded
to the sleepers. Likewise the
joining pins were spot welded to
the rails.
Colin Duthie (3644)

In what little space remains of this edition, below you will find what I call ‘tasters’ of articles to come in the June edition, and beyond! So many of you have been so very generous in
producing material, it is really heart-warming as your editor to have so much material at his disposal, that he does not know which way to turn. Thank you. Ed.

Telegraph Poles - Part 2 The Design Process.
By Nicholas Oddy (750)

The V2 Project - the full story. Part 2
By Micheal D. Foster (4539)

Hornby v’s Lionel

By David Dobrydney (9019)
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PLATFORM END
with Frank Spence (1515)

A

N expression most of us have heard in connection with the
motor trade is ‘badge engineering’ that came about when various
companies amalgamated but maintained the identity of the former
brands with various tweaks. An example that springs to mind is the
original Mini sold under the Austin and Morris brand names, the main
differences being the radiator grille and badge. This approach does
not only apply to the motor trade. Many of our household appliances
are produced by a single company and sold bearing a variety of wellknown trade names to retain customer loyalty.
G. & R. Wrenn was a well-established company in the model
railway field producing flexible track and point-work for both 2-rail
and 3-rail as well as other products. It branched out to produce a

motor car racing game in the early 1960s branded as Formula 152,
the figures denoting a scale of 1/52 full size. Unlike Scalextric it
offered the ability for the cars to change lanes. The ‘Model Railway
Constructor’ for November 1962 featured an article on the subject
and there were a number of other players in the field including
Meccano. Despite Formula 152 being somewhat larger than 4mm
scale, a photograph of a motor race in progress with a Hornby Dublo
“Cardiff Castle” passing along an embankment did not look out of
place.
Formula 152 offered a threat to Scalextric and Lines Bros.
subsequently acquired an interest in Wrenn. This effectively ended
Wrenn’s involvement with model car racing and they became a
clearing house for Lines. It is known that George Wrenn had seen
potential to reintroduce some Hornby-Dublo items and discussions
took place resulting in the 2-6-4T, ‘Castle’ and 8F being the first
produced under the Wrenn name. The Hornby name had already
been amalgamated with Tri-ang to become Tri-ang-Hornby leaving
Wrenn as the only obvious alternative option.
There are various views as to whether Wrenn should stand alone
in the model railway field or be associated with the continuation of
Hornby-Dublo. It depends on how you view the way events turned
out. Having mulled over the options I prefer the badge engineering
approach to history allowing Wrenn to be a continuation of the Binns
Road legacy.
Frank Spence (1515)

FOR OUR HORNBY TRAINS
Wait & See

Hornby Missing Links,
or the Southern Region one’s
that Hornby forgot? Part 1
By Peter Wray (2363)

As ever; if you think your submission may
have been overlooked, please give me a
prompt. Ed.
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WWW.DUBLOAUCTION.CO.UK
DA 384 Auction ending Sunday 10 May 2020

DA 385 Auction ending Sunday 17 May 2020

Hornby Dublo RARE 5015 plastic G/Bridge, green base m/b
Hornby Dublo 3211 mazac Mallard, unused, one piece box + lit.
Hornby Dublo 4076 6 wheel Brake Van, unused, superb box
Hornby Dublo 3224 2-8-0 ringfield 8/F, unused, superb box + lit
Hornby Dublo 2231 0-6-0 Diesel Shunter, mint boxed + lit.
Hornby Dublo EDL18 2-6-4T, unused, superb box + literature
Hornby Dublo 5 x 2 rail Wagons, unused, superb boxes
Hornby Dublo D1 buff ESSO Tanker, mint, box dated 11.49
Hornby Dublo D1 SR Meat Van, mint, 4.50 box
Hornby Dublo pre war LMS Open wagon, mint, scarce 8.38 box
Hornby Dublo EDL17 0-6-2T, matt, mint, late box + literature
Hornby Dublo RARE black end 4025 SR 1/2nd near mint boxed
DUBLO DINKY 073 rare tan ramp L/Rover + H/Box mint boxed
DUBLO DINKY 076 Lansing Bagnall, mint boxed
Hornby Dublo RARE o/sticker boxed D22 1/2nd Coach, mint
Hornby Dublo L11 2 piece Mallard, mint boxed
Hornby Dublo pair D12 Coaches, mint, dark blue boxes
Hornby Dublo rake of 3 LMS Coaches, near mint-mint boxed
Hornby Dublo 2 x ES7 & 2 x ES6 HOME Colour Light Signals m/b
Hornby Dublo 6 x BR Wagons, near mint-mint boxed
Hornby Dublo ED1 Signals, Home/Dist. unused, superb boxes

Hornby Dublo EDL7 0-6-2T SR ½”, mint boxed + literature
Hornby Dublo 2211 Golden Fleece, unused boxed + literature
Hornby Dublo D1 LNER all 3rd, mint, 7.53 dated box
Hornby Dublo 5 x 2 rail Wagons, unused, superb boxes
Hornby Dublo 3235 Dorchester, unused, superb box + literature
Hornby Dublo 2 x D12 Coaches, LMS Bogies mint superb ’52 bxs
Hornby Dublo 3233 CO-BO, mint boxed + literature
Hornby Dublo p/war D1 GWR Bk. Van, nr mint, scarce 8.38 box
Hornby Dublo 4654 Track Cleaner, near mint boxed
Hornby Dublo EDL17 0-6-2T gloss, unused, superb box + lit.
Hornby Dublo 4 x LNER Wagons, near mint-mint boxed
Hornby Dublo 4025 & 4026 SR Suburbans, nr. mint-mint boxed
DUBLO DINKY 067 Taxi, mint boxed
DUBLO DINKY 062 Singer Roadster, mint boxed
Hornby Dublo 3211 nickel silver Mallard, mint boxed + instrs.
Hornby Dublo GWR Cattle Truck, mint 10.51 dated box
Hornby Dublo 5 x LMS Wagons, near mint-mint boxed
Hornby Dublo 6 x BR Wagons, nr.mint-mint, blue/white boxes
Hornby Dublo rake 3 D1 LNER Coaches, near mint, 1 boxed
Hornby Dublo 2 ED3 Jnc.Home & 1 ED1 Home nr mint-m/boxed
Hornby Dublo D1 Power Petrol Tanker, mint, 4.51 dated box

Hornby Dublo 5 packs WR Coach & Dest. Bds + loose WR Hdbds

Hornby Dublo 2 sets sealed Coach Hdbds., Name & Dest. Boards

Peter J Davies Ltd, PO Box 6977, DY12 9AZ. Tel: +44 (0) 1299 402762. WEBSITE: www.dubloauction.co.uk
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E220 Special Loco & Tender LNER ‘Yorkshire’, 20v
E320 Loco & Tender LMS Royal Scot 20 volt – Boxed

Ex/plus
Excellent

POA
£395

Private owner Van ‘Palethorpes’ unboxed –
Snow plough Late issue - Boxed

Ex/plus
Nr Mint

£200
£75

E320 Loco & Tender LMS Royal Scot 20 volt –

Good/plus

£200

Snow plough 2 tone green - Boxed

Nr Mint

£145

No.3E GWR ‘Caerphilly Castle’ (Loco Only)

Ex/plus

£195

No.2A Buffer stop with lighting accessory

Ex/plus

£55

No.4C Clockwork Loco & Tender SR Eton
E220 SR special Tank Circa 1939 - Boxed

Good/plus
Nr Mint

£495
£550

No.4 ‘Wembley’ Station - Boxed
No.2E Hydraulic buffer stop - Boxed

Excellent
Nr Mint

£165
£80

No.2C Special Tank Loco LNER No.1784 Clockwork

Ex/plus

£195

No.1E Lamp Standard - Boxed

Ex/plus

£125

E120 special Tank Loco GWR No.5500 – 20 volt

Excellent

£295

No.2E Lamp Standard - Boxed

Ex/plus

£165

E120 Loco & Tender GWR No.4300 – 20 volt

Excellent

£375

No.2E level Crossing

Excellent

£165

E120 Tank Loco SR No.29, 20 volt electiric - Boxed

Ex/plus

£325

No.2 Signal Gantry - Boxed

Restored

£250

E120 Tank Loco SR No.29, 20 Volt electric

Excellent

£195

No.2E Signal single arm - Boxed

Nr Mint

£125

E120 Tank Loco LNER No.2900 – 20 volt

Excellent

£275

No.2E Signal Box - boxed

Excellent

£100

EM320 Tank Loco SR No.E126 - 20 volt

Excellent

£195

No.1A Engine Shed

Good/plus

£135

No.2 Special Brake end Pullman ’Alberta’
No.2 Special Brake end Pullman ’Montana’
No.2 Special Brake end Pullman ’Zenobia’
SR gunpowder van – small gold lettering
Private owner Van ‘Fyffes’ bananas – Boxed
Private owner Van ‘Carr’s’ biscuits –
‘Nestles’ Milk Tanker – black base - Boxed

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Nr Mint
Ex/plus
Excellent

£120
£130
£150
£225
£110
£195
£250

No.E1E Engine Shed – Part boxed
B/L BR rebuilt ‘Royal scot’ 12v electric
B/L Flying Scotsman BR Blue 12v electric
B/L LNER B17 ‘Melton Hall’ 12v electric
B/L GWR 2-6-0 Mogul 12v electric
Bing G1 C/work LNWR 0-6-0 ‘Cauliflower’
Bing G1 C/Work LB&SCR 4-4-2 Tank Loco

Excellent
Excellent
Good/plus
Restored
Excellent
Good/plus
Ex/plus

£395
£1495
£550
£3200
£600
£1800
£1300
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